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This project developed and tested a model of human question answering (called QUEST).
QUEST accounts for the answers that adults produce when they answer different categorie-
of open-class questions, such as why, how, when, and whatif. QUEST identifies the
information sources for questions and assumes that knowledge is organized in the form
of conceptual graph structures containing statement nodes and relational arcs.
Example types of structures incl Je goal hierarchies, causal networks, taxonomic
hierarchies, and spatial partonomies. Question answering procediares operate
systematically on these knowledge structures. An important property of QUEST consists
of three convergence mechanisms which narrow down the node space from dozens/hundreds
of nodes to a handful of nodes that serve as good answers to a question. First, an
arc search procedure restricts its search to particular paths of relational arcs,
depending on the question category; nodes on legal paths are better answers than nodes
on illegal paths. Second, answer oualit decreases as a function of structural
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distance (i.e., number of arcs) between the 'queried node and the answer node Third,
a constraint satisfaction component prunes out potential answers that are conceptual-
ly incompatible with the queried node. QUEST also contains a pragmatic component
which considers the goals and common ground of the speech participants.

QUEST was tested in the cont'xt of expository text on scientific mechanisms,
narrative text, and generic concepts. The model successfully predicts the likelihood
of generating particular answers to questions and "goodness-of-answer" judgements
(arid latencies) for particular question-answer pairs. QUEST can also account for
answers produced in pragmatically complex contexts, such as telephone surveys,
televised interviews, and business transactions.
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Question Answering I

ABSTRACT

This project developed and tested a model of human question answering (called QUEST).
QUEST accounts for the answers that adults produce when they answer different categories of
open-class questions, such as why, how, when, and what-lt. QUEST identifies the information
sources for csrestions; the primary information sources are associated with the content words in
questions (i.e., nouns, main verbs, adjectives). Each information source is organized in the form
of a conceptual graph structure that contains nodes and relational arcs. Example types of
structures are goal hierarchies, causal networks, taxonomic hierarchies, and spatial panonomies.
Question answering procedures operate systematically on these conceptual graph structures.

An important property of QUEST consists of three convergence mechanisms that narrow down
the node space from dozensibundreds of nodes to a handful of nodes which serve as good
answers to a question. First, an arc search procedure restricts its search to particular paths of
relational arcs, depending on the question category; nodes on legal paths are better answers
than nodes on illegal paths. Second, answer quality decreases as a function of structural
distance, i.e., the number of arcs between the queried node and answer node. Third, a constraint
satisfaction component prunes out potential answers that are conceptually incompatible with the
queried node. QUEST also contains a pragmatic component which considers the goals and
common ground of speech participants.

QUEST was tested in the context of expository texts on scientific mechanisms, narrative texts,
and generic concepts. Tne model successfully predicted (a) the li elihood of generating
particular answers to questions and (b) "goodness-of-answer judgments for particular question-
answer pairs. QUEST can also account for answers produced in conversational contexts that
have more complex pragmatic constraints, such as telephone surveys, televised interviews, and
business transactions.



Question Answering

INVESTIGATIONS OF HUMAN QUESTION ANSWERING

The purpose of this project was to investigate how adults answer open-class questions, such aswhy, how. when and what-if questions. We examined the knowledge structures that furnish
answers to questions and the cognitive procedures that converge on appropriate and relevant
answers to particular questions. This final report on the ONR project has three major parts. First,we provide a brief introduction on question answering research, setting the stage for the researchto be reported. Second, we describe QUEST, a model of human question answering that we
have developed. Third, we report a series of experiments that test the QUEST model in the
context of expository text, narrative text, generic concepts, and naturalistic conversation.

Introduction

Question answering is a very important-activity during knowledge acquisition, communication, and
social interaction. In spite of this, question asking and question answering have rarely been direct
objects of inquiry in the cognitive sciences. Linguists have analyzed the syntactic form of
questions, but rarefy have attempted to explain the content of answers and the world knowledge
that supplies the content. Researchers in education have analyzed the extent to which text
acquisition is influenced by adjunct questions, i.e., questions that are placed at the beginning, in
the middle, versus at the end of a text, but they have not considered the process of question
answering.

Cognitive psychologists have investigated the process of answering closed-class questions at
considerable depth (Clark & Clark, 1977; Glucksberg & McCloskey, 1981; Reder, 1982, 1987;
Singer, 1986, in press). Appropriate responses to closed-class questions are restricted to a
limited number of alternatives and nominally are short answers. For example, answers to
verification questions are yes, no, maybe, and Iston Thus Closed-class questions are
contrasted with open-class questions which invite replies with elaborate verbal descriptions, e.g.,
why, how, when, and what-if questions. Progress in understanding open-class questions has
been comparatively slow in psychology (Collins, Warnock, Aiello, & Miller, 1975; Graesser & Black,
1985; Graesser & Golding, 1988; Norman, 1973; Norman & Rurnelhart, 1975; Piaget, 1952;
Shanon, 1983; Trabasso, van den Broek, & Lui, 1988).

The fields of artificial intelligence and computational linguistics have furnished detailed models of
question answering that account for the content of answers and the world knowledge Slat
supplies this content (Allen, 1983; Bruce, 1982; Dahlgren, 1986; Dyer, 1983; Kaplan, 1983;
Lehner(, 1978; Lehnert, Dyer, Johnson, Young, & Harley, 1983; McKeown, 1985; Souther,
Acker, Lester. & Porter, 1989; Woods, 1977). In most of these models, text and world knowledge
are organized in the form of a structured database. Question answering (c),A) procedures access
these information sources and search through the structures systematically. The formalisms and
insights from these fields obviously must be tested in psychological experiments before we can
incorporate them into psychological models of human question answering. One objective ot this
ONR contract was to test some of these formalisms and insights.

The development of the QUEST model was influenced by existing 0/A models in cognitive
psychology, artificial intelligence, and computational linguistics, We also benefited from available
empirical data that was collected in the context of short stories (Goldman & Varnhagen, 1986;
Graesser, 1981; Graesser, Robertson, & Anderson, 1981; Graesser & Clark, 1985; Graesser &
Murachver, 1985; Trabasso, Stein, & Johnson, 1981; Trabasso et al., 1988), lengthy fairy tales
(Graesser, Robertson, Lovelace, & S4viriehart, 1980), scripts (Bower, Black, & Turner, 1979:
Graesser, 1978), and expository text (Graesser, 1981).
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QUESLAMtsitardllumatillatakatestatitg

ft is convenient to segregate QUEST into four major components (see Figure 1). First. QUEST
translates the question into a bgtal form and assigns it to one of several question categories.
Second, QUEST identifies the information sources that are relevant to the question. Information
sources are represented as conceptual graph structures that contain goaltplan hierarchies, causal
networks, taxonomic hierarchies, and descriptive stnctures. Third, convergence mechanisms
compute the subset of nodes in the information sources that serve as relevant answers to a
particular question. These convergence mechanisms narrow the node space from hundreds of
nodes In the information sources to less than 10 answers to a particular question. Fourth, QUEST
considers pragmatic features of the communicative interaction, such as the goals and common
ground of the speech participants. Although the process of question answering is segregated
into these four components, we acknowledge that an adequate OA model would integrate these
components in a highly interactive fashion (Dyer, 1983; Lehnert et al., 1983; Robertson, Black, &
Lehnert, 1985).

QUEST was not developed to account for the linguistic features of question answering, QUEST
does not exploin the process of parsing the question syntactically and the process of articulating
replies ihiguistically. Instead, QUEST was developed to account for the conceptual content of the
answers.

Quagignstategarizatign

QUEST assumes that there is a finite set of question categories, that each question category has
a unique question answering procedure, and that a particular question is assigned to one of the
question categories (see also Lehnert, 1978). For example, Hop are aims split? is a "how-events'
question which generates causal antecedents to the event *atoms are split" A 'why-actions
question invites reasons and motives for intentional actions, e.g., Wily does a_person_buy a
computer?. A "how- action" question elicits the plan, procedure, and style of executing an
intentional action. A lemporar question elicits the value of the time argument within an event
description. QUEST essentially has a catalogue of question categories. Any given question is
typically assigned to only one of the question categories.

In order to complete question categorization successfully, it is necessary to determine the node
that constitutes the question's locus" (i.e., the queried node). Several alternative rimes may
serve as the question focus in any given question. In the question Now is wa heated? the
question focus is the event 'Water is heated.' This event is a "statement node" which contains a
predicate (X heat Y) and an argument (water). Statement nodes are similar to the proposition units
which have been frequently adopted as units of representation in the cognitive sciences
(Anderson, 1983; Kintsch, 1974; Norman & Rumelhart, 1975). Sometimes the question focus is
an argument of a statement node rather than the statement as a whole. :n the question Mal
treated the water the question focus would be X in the statement node "X heated the water."

Some questions are very long-winded and involve many statement nodes; *How does a nuclear
power plant in southern California produce electricity when there is a blackout?* In such
questions, the focusing mechanism determines which of the alternative nodes is the question
focus. The focusing mechanism is complex, with semantic, conceptual, and pragmatic constraints
exerting their influences. QUEST does not currently explain the operation of the focusing
mechanism; it merely acknowledges this component and assumes that focusing is successfully
completed.
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Information Sources and Krvwledge Representation

An information source is a structured database that furnishes answers to a question. Whenever aquestion is asked, QUEST computes an expression with three slots:

QUESTION (40-category>,40fccus>cinformation sources>)

The expression for Hew is water heated7 would be:

QUESTION (how-event, water is heated, 4intormation sources>)

The third slot supplies the world knowledge structures that are tapped for answers to the
question. At least one information source must be 'Accessed before the question can be
completely interpreted and answered. Without an information source, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to understand the question and to identify the focus.

When most questions are answered, several information sources are relevant to the question.
There are "episodic knowledge structures° (EKSs) that correspond to particular episodes that a
person experienced in the past. For example, the answerer might have viewed a film on nuclear
power one day, read an article on another day, and had a conversation about nuclear power with afriend on yet another day. These three experiences would create three EKSs in long-term
memory. In addition to a large Inventory of EKSs shored in memory, there are °generic
knowledge structures" (GKSs). A GKS is a more abstract representation that summarizes the
typical properties of the content it represents. For example, there are three GKSs triggered by
the example question: NUCLEAR-POWER, WATER, and HEAT. The content of the GKS for
NUCLEAR POWER would probably include the statement nodes in Figure 2, The content of this
CAS is undoubtedly derived from the family of EKSs that are associated with the GKS. However,
QUEST does not offer any informative or controversial claims about such relationships. QUEST
merely assumes that the cognitive system is a vast storehouse of EKSs and GKSs and that these
structures furnish the information sources for questions. Generally speaking, it is easier to access
and to search through GKSs than EKSs; GKSs are very familiar knowledge packages that
sometimes are products of thousands of experiences.

Many of the information sources for a question are accessed by the content words in the
question, such as nouns, main verbs, and adjectives. Information sources mat are accessed by
content words are called 'sword-activated" information sources. In con',..ist, "panem-activated"
information sources are activated by the context of the question and by combinations of contentwords.

The information sources for a particular question consist of a family of GKSs and EKSs (see Figure
3). Each information source is a structured database with dozensihundreds of nodes. it follows
that there is a wealth of information available in working memory when a question is answered. If
there were four information sources and each rearce had 50 nodes, then 250 nodes would be
available. Clearly, most of these nodes would not be produced as answers to the question. Only
a small subset of nodes (less than 10) would be produced as answers when adults are asked
questions. Convergence mechanisms specify how QUEST begins with 250 possible answers in
the node space and converges on approximately 10 good answers.

Graesser and Clark (1985) identified those information sources that are particularly prolific when
adults answer questions about episodes in short stories. They reported that wordactivated GKSs
furnished approximately 72% of the answers whereas pattern-activated GK Ss accounted for a
modest increment of 8% additional answers. GKSs associated with main verbs in the question
were more important information sources than were GKSs associated with nouns. Of course, it is
important to acknowledge that these findings may only hold up for Simp!.3
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There is some debate over the relative contributions of the textbase (an EKS) and generic
knowledge sftuctures when questions are answered in the context of text. Acaxding to Reder's
model of question answering (Rader, 1987), hxlvkkials can strategically tap either the tindbase or
generic knowedge when they decide whether a particular sentence is true or false, and when
they decide whether a test sentence had or had not been presentedearlier. As Rader articulates
it. whenever verdication judgmerde and recogntion pdgmerds are made, the person can either
access a specific memory (corresporang to the textbase, an EKS) of the person can rely on
plausibility judgments (derived from GKSs). As the &kw between text comprehension and
caress tim answering inaeases, we rely more on generic knowledge because the textbase is less
accessible from memory (Greener & Nakamura, 1982; Kintsch. 1988; Rader, 1987). When we
are unfamiliar with the topic discussed in the text, we rely prima* on the textbase became few if
any GKSs are available.

aCIEStiligigOlattidniglittel. Most Information sources contain a set of units called *statement
nodes.* According to the represeritatiotad spasm adopted by QUEST, the statement nodes in
any given information source are organized in the form of a conceptual graph shiucture. That is,
the set of nodes are assignod to no categories and are structured by a network of directed
relational arcs. The node categorkis Oicluck) state, event, goal, action, and style specification. A
slate is an ongoing chamleristic which remains unchancod throughout the course of the time
frame under consideration (e.g., nodes 1,2, and 3 in Figure 2). An aunt is a state change within
the time frame (e.g., nodes 4-10 in Flopro 2). A goat refers to an event, state, or style simificailon
that an agent desires (e.g., a person wants to buy a =what', a person wants to be rich). An
ado is an achieved goal, such that the agent did something that cased the successful
outcome). A sjzfa specification conveys the speed, intensity, force, or qualitative manner in which
an event unfolds (e.g., an event occurs qukkiy, in circles, quietly). in principle, it is amble to
include additional node categories in QUEST, but the above five categories were sufficient for the
issues addressed in this project.

There are several categories of arcs in the rapresentational system adopted by QUEST. For the
most part, we adopted the arc categories mooned in Graesser and Clark (1985). The arc
categories in any given information source depend on 1.4 type of knowledge depicted in that
information source. For example, Consequence (C) arcs are quite prevalent in causal networks
(see Figure 2). Goal hierarchies contain the following arc categories: Consequence (C), implies
(Im), Reason (R), Initiate (I), Outcome (0), and Manner (M) arcs. Each arc category Is &Med,
such that the end node is connected to the head of the arc and the source node is connected to
the fail:

(source node) ARC--- (end node)

Table 1 presents the rules of composition for these six arc categories. A complete description of
this representational system is beyond the scope of this report (see Graesser & Clark, 1985). The
examples in this report should convey the important characteristics of the representational
system,

There are semantic and conceptual -..onstraints that must be satisfied before two nodes can be
connected by an arc of a particular category. For example, there are owes constridnts associated
with the Consequr.,:ice NCB which are prevalent in Figure 2. Consequer.ce arcs can relate
event/state/style nodes but not goal nodes. The source node must have occurred or existed in
time prior to the end node. That is, the cause must precede the effect. The SCUM) node must
play some causal role In producing the end node arabasso at al., 1988). That is, if the source
node is negated or removed, then the end node would new occur. Two nodes cannot be
related by a Consequence arc if any one of these three constraints are violated.
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Conceptual graph structures have foundations in a number of representational systems in thecognitive sciences. These systems inckide propositional theories (Anderson, 1983; Clark &Clark, 1977: )(kitsch, 1974; Norman I Rumelhart, 1975), story animals (Mancller, 1984; Stein &Glenn, 1979; Trigiesso, Stein, & Johnson, 1981), meal chain theories (Slack & Bower, 1980:Trabasso & van den Brook, 1985; Trabasso et al., 1988), conceptual dependency theory(Allerrnasi, 1988: Schenk & Abelson, 1977; Schenk & Reisbeck, 1981), rhetorical organization(Mater & Thompson, 1988; Meyer, 1985), and conceptual graphs (Sow& 1983).

liatuilltiacaleclatulficturia We have devoted most of our research effortson four types ofknowledge strictures. First, canal networks (as illustrated in Figure 2", contain event chains,along with states that enable the events. Second, goal hierarchies convey the plans andintentional Slalom that are executed by animate agents, along with slateWavents in the world thattrigger these goal hierarchies 'see Figure 4 Third, taxonomic hierarciges specify how classes ofentities are nested hierarchically within other classes (see Figure 5, top). Fourth, spatial
partonornies specify how regions are embedded within other regions, along with the relativepositions of regions (see Figure 5, bottom). We acknowledge that a particular information sourceis an amalgamation of aff four types of structures. The purpose of segregating these types ofstructures Is to identify the systematic characteristics of both the structures and the QtAprocedures that operate on the structures.

The research in this project concentrated primarily on the causal networks and goal hierarchies sothis report will hereafter focus on these two types of structures. Graesser and Franklin (in press)has a more detailed description of QUEST in the context of all four types of knowledge structure.

Carratmenctlintianistra

When a particular csiestion is asked, QUEST activates several Information sources in working
memory and each information i7urce has dozerWhundreds of nodes. Convergencemechanisms narrow dowri the node space from hundreds of nodes to approximately 10 goodanswers. Convergence is accomplished by three components: (1) an intersecting node identifier,(2) an arc search procedure, and (3) constraint satisfaction.

Itilmaffctimuniasigallicuttutitilisiancs. An intersecting read icientnier isolates those
statement nodes from different knowledge structures that intersect (i.e., match, overtax). For
example, the statement node 'electricity Is produced" may be stored in several information
sources witt*i working memory. There is evidence that these intersecting nodes haw/ a higherlikelihood of being produced as answers than do nonkeermictkig nodes (Golding, Graesser, &Millis, in press; Graesser its Clark, 19W). In addition, rionirdersecting nodes have a lower
likelihood of being produced as imswers to the extent that they are more are away from an
intersecting node. The Ikelhood of a node being produced as an answer decreases
exponentially as a function of itsgoicluadialana from the nearest kitersecting node (Graesser
& Clark, 1985; Grasser & l, 1990; Graesser, F hi9, & Brainerd, 1989).

The bias toward intersecting nodes provides one convergence mechanism but does not go the
distance In reducing the node spa from hunckeds of nodes to1 Cs nodes. The arc search
proceoure and =Wake satisfaction reduce the node space even further. It is knp011ant to note
that the repotted impact Of structural distance on answer production does partial out contrlliutions
from the arc search procedure and constraint satisfaction.

The pnacted effects of structural distance on answer production and answer quality would be
generated by some models of question answering other than QUEST (Sharon, 1983; Winston,
1984). Winston has described a OM model that answers why and how questions in the context of
goal/plan Kieran:hies and problem spaces. His OA algorithm specifies that good answers are only
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one arc way from the queried node. Theories of marker passing and spree:Wig activation
(Anderson, 1983) would also predict the stance radiant.

Acamatiaaragaue. Each question category has its own arc search procedure that operates on
the intomutWn sources relevant to a questicm. When a given stormation source i$ accessed, the
arc search procedure first Wangles an "entry node" in the information source. The entry node
usually matches the asiestIon focus. For example, It the question Is kjordazdathealega and the
information source is Figure 2, then event 6 would be the entry node In the stricture. In some
cases, the entry node does not match the question focus; instead It matches an intersecting
node between two formation sources. For example, the frock, "energy Is release" might be
stored In the GKS for NUCLEAR-POWER and the WS for HEAT. These intersecting nodes
would serve as entry nodes even though they do not rata the question focus Ortr.ter is
heated").

Once an entry node is located In an irdermation source, the arc search procedure executes a
breadth-flat seam* from the entry node by pursuing legal arcs that radiate from the entry node.
For each question category, there is a particular set of ivc categories and arc *actions that are
legal. Figure 6 shows the legal paths for queried events. Some westion categories pursue
causal antecedents on paths of backward Consequence arts (namely the why, how, when, and
enable qwstions) whereas other question categories pursue ousel consequences via forward
Consequence arcs (namely consequence and what-V questions; Consider the question How t
mialutausa in the context of Figure 2. Legal answers would be nodes 1, 2, 4, and 5 whereas
illegal answers would be nodes 3, 7, 8, 9, and 10. The legal answers would be entirely different
for the question MittiltalbILCOLIMAIMILigmalieftt nodes 7-10 but not nodes
1-5. The fact that illegal paths are pruned from consideration substantially narrows down the node
space.

Complex knowl edge structures have a more diverse distribution of arc categories than merely
Consequence arcs. A complete specification of a causal antecedent path consists of any
combination of the following arcs: Implies (forward or backward), badavard Outcome, backward
initiate, and backward Consequence. A causal consequence path consists of any combinailon of
the following arcs; implies, forward Initiate, forward Outcome, and forward Consequence. A
complete account of the legal paths for dfferert cpiestion categories is provided in previous
publications (Graesser & Clark, 1985; Greener & Eau h, In press; Grammer & Muractwer, 1985).

Goal hierarchies (see Figure 4) contain a set of goal nodes that are kitenelated by Reason arcs.
Goal hierarchies frequently have Manner are and other characteristios but we will ignore these for
the moment. Super ordinate goals are at *2 top of the goal hierarchy whereas km-let:el
subordinate goals and actions are at the bottom of the hierarchy. Figure 8 shows the arc search
procedures when a goal (or action) node is probed with a question. Answers to why and
consecarence (abbreviated as CONS) questions pursue superorMide goals via forward Reason
arcs. Answers W how, when, and enable questions tend to pursue sitorthrurfe goals that radiate
from the entry node on paths of backward Reason arcs. For example, consider the question kfizi
siSI_BliciLastnat.ftleabgne2 Legal goal answers would be nodes 1 and 2 (In order wo feel
bettar, in order to talk to.) whereas *gal goal imswers would be nodes 3.5, and 8 (In to
go to a bar, In crier to walk to a coullt, in order to chat Jigs minter). The legal goal answers would
be entirety different for the question tiaiLikLeiLaiLlastaibLialealzaa The legal answers
would be nodes 5 and 6 (BM walked to a couch, BM dakid JR* minter) but not nubs 1, 2. and 3.

'
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Goal-Merited knowledge is normally more complex than a structure with goal nodes
ireerconnected by Resew arcs (Wier, Gdanter, & Prlbram, 1960; Newell & Simon, 1972;
Schmidt, Srldharan, & Goodson, 1978; Wiemsky. 1983).

(1) Sets of goal nodes are frequently packaged in the form of plans or scripts (Schenk &
Abelson, 1977).

(2) Some goal nodes are connected by Manner ems rather than Reason arcs.
(3) Goal nodes are normally triggered by states/events in the world by virtue of the Initiate

arcs. For example, nodes 7-10 initate the goal hierarchy in Figure 4 (nodes 1-6).
(4) Sing nodes In a goal hierarchy we related by additional arcs Wed More), Sibling

nodes are Immediately dominated by the same parent goal. For example, nodes 3
and 4 in Figure 4 would be related by gr because the achievement of either one of
these goals would end up ertabling the parent node. Nodes 5 and 6 would be related
by a bakge arc because goal 5 would need to be achieved prior to goal 6.

(5) Goal nodes may or may Mt be achieved when a goal hierarchy is instantiated. When a
goal node is achieved, an evenUstate is constructed and linked to the goal node by
an Outcome arc. For example, If Bi>i manages to dial number, then there would
be an event node (1311 dialed number) in addition to the goal node (Bill wanted to
dial Jiirs number). An intentional action is an amalgamation of a goal and its otitoame
node. When a goal is not achieved, there either is no goal node or a negative
outcome node (e.g., Bin did not dial Jill's number).

Given that goal hierarchies are rather complex structures, the arc search procedures for queried
actions are more complex than the procedures depicted in Figure 8. For exanpk), answers to why
questions include (a) superorftete goals in the goal hierarchy, (b) sibling nodes that precede the
entry node, (c) states/everts that initiate the goals, and (d) causal antecedents to the goal
initiators. Once again, a more complete specification of the arc search procedures are provided in
Previously published studs (Graesser & Clark, 1985; Graesser & Franklin, in press; Graesser &
Murachver, 1985).

We have written a computer program that generates legal answers to many different types of
questions that may be asked in the context of causal networks, goal hierarchies, taxonomic
structures, and spatial partonomies. The user speceles one or more information sources and then
enters the question. The computer lists all answers that would pus the arc search procedure
associated with the question category. The wocyarn is written in Common LISP. It has been
implemented on a microcomputer (IBM done), a LISP mad** (Texas Instrument EXPLORER II),
and a parallel computer (INTEL hypercube with 16 parallel systems). We refer to these
implementations as microOUEST, QUEST, and hyperOUEST, respectively. QUEST and
hyperOUEST are needed whenever multiple information sources are relevant to a question.

The arc search procedures in QUEST are compatible with some theories of question answering in
artificial intelligence which have emphasized the importance of knowledge organization and of
restricting search by pursuing particular conceptual relations (Dahlgren, 1988; Lehnert, 1978:
Lehried at al., 19P3; Schenk & Abelson, 1977; Souther at at, 1989; Winston, 1984).

ciograimsaUtitaliga. The semantic and conceptual content of the answer should not be
incompatible wth the content of the marled node. Constraint satisfaction discards those
candidate answers in the node space which are incompatible with the focus slot of the question.
Stated differently, the question focus has semantic and conceptual constraints that are
propagated among nodes the node space, ultimately pruning out the incompatible nodes.
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There are several ways in which a candidate answer could be karma** with the question
focus. Dimensions of incompattlity have been identified and confirmed by 3raesser and Clark
(1985). The exam* ammo; below Mustrate two of these dimensions in the context of the
cprestion focus waleaLbeatil and a nuclear power plant.

(1) Da.matadLitalta. This node directlycontradicts the question facxrs.

(2) Waleadhialbtabliidn. This node involves a "time frame* incompatibility because
rainfall for a given water molecule is entirely outside of the time frame of the same
water molecule being heated in a nuclear power plant.

Contradiction and tkne frame krompatbinly hardy exhaust the possible dkransions that would be
computed during constraint satisfaction. ifiaretkig incompattatiese occur whenever a plan
conveyed in a canddate answer (e.g., person saves money) Is irmompatibie weh the plan
conveyed in the queried node (e.g., person buys =cuter). *Causal strength' is the extent to
with the candidate an is carroty related to the querkid node; a canndate node would be
pruned out If it is not causally related to the waded node. "Aroment overlap* computes whether
the two nodes (candidate answer and queried node) share one co' more common arguments. A
"plausbility" dimension specifies whether the carxlidate answer is true or false wth respect to
general world knowledge; implausible nodes in the knowlerVe base would be pruned out

A simpkt computation of constraint satisfaction would evaluaN each cancidate node on an
dimensbns: cordradiction, time frame incompatbility, pkov*ig kmompatibinty, =sal strength,
argument overlap, and plassibift. Ancor-ring to a strict crterion, a cancndate node passes
constraint satisfaction n all of the dimensions are satisfied. AcconOng to a weak criterion, a node
passes I most dimensions are satisfied or it most dimensions are satisfied to some degree.

ifIft=n2111.1inlinaMEOPQMOLASIMMIale. The three components of convergence (node
intersection & structural *lance, am search procedure, andconstraint satisfaction) are abkt to
narrow the space of candidate nodes to apcioxknately 10 good answers to a question. Given the
adequacy of these convergence mechanisms, one might then consider how the three
components interact. For example, one position micdt be that the three components operate
independently and WM**. if so, there should be mein effects but no interactions in analyses
of answer waft and in analyses of answer production scores. Alternatively, the three
components micpt be executed herectively. Of course, this latter position would not be
particularly Informative unless d precncted systematic output.

One obvious position to consider is that the components are executed in sequential order, with
operation of component N being dependent on the output from component . For example,
suppose that the process sequence below was correct.

She 1. Find an htersecting nodes among the information sources.

Stage 2. For each information source, find an entry node (e.g., corresponding to the
question focus) and randomly sample a candidate answer node.

Stage 3. Apply the am search procedure to determine whether the candidate answer is
on a legal path extendkog from the wary node. if the answer is illegal, then stop and
decide that the candidate node is a bad answer.

Stage 4. Apply the constrikd satisfaction component to check whether the candidate
answer node is compatible with the entry node. If it is not compatible. then stop and
decide that the candidate node is a bad answer.

I .3
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Stags 5. Compute the structural distance between the candidate node and the entry
node. if the distance score is high, then deckle that the candidate node is a bad
answer. . distance score is bw, then decide that the candidate node is a goodanew.

The above sequential processing mechanism would predict some interactions. First, there would
be a 2-way interaction bedween arc search and constraint satisfalion; constraint satisfaction would
predict answer quality br legal answers (vAtich pass onto stage 4) but not illegal antsvers (which do
not reach stage 4). Second, thaw*, would be a 3-way interaction among arc search, constraint
satisfaction, and structural &dance; sbuctural distance would infkrence answer quay scores only
for legal answers that satisfy constraints (Le., nods that reach stme 5). Decision latencies would
generally be longer for legal than illegal answers because legal answers would pass through more
stages.

At this point, the QUEST model does not specify particular interactions among convergence
components. There simply is not enough empirical data to make any definitive claims. However,
the studies in this report do periodically provide some data that are relevant to this issue.

Eragniatica

The pragmatic components address the social and communicative functions of answering a
question. One component considers the goats of the questioner and answerer. From the
perspective of the questkmer, a question may be asked in order to =wire information, to solve a
prot4em, to assess how much the answerer knows, to persuade, to control a conversation, and so
on. From the perspective of the answerer, the answer may be formulated to irdorm the
questioner, to let the questioner know the answerer knows something, to entertain the
questioner, and so on. A complete model of OM would consider the goals of the speech
participants in a particular discourse context and woula determine how the answers are tailored to
achieve these goals (Allen, 1983; Appelt, 1985; Bruce, 1982: Francik & Clark, 1935; Kaplan,
1983).

One important goal to assess Is whether the questioner genuinely seeks the information
suggested by the question. Some questions are not genuine information seeking questions:
Indirect requests (e.g., Would you pass the sat?), greetings (How are you doing?), gripes (Why
does this always happen to me?), and rhetorical questions. Van der Mei) (1987) has identlifed the
assumptions that must be met before an utterance constitutes a genuine information seeking
question. These assunytions are listed below.

(1) The questioner does not know the information asked for with the question.
(i) The questioner believes that the presuppositions of the question are true.
(3) The questioner believes that an answer exists.
(4) The questioner wants to know the answer.
(5) The questioner can assess whether a reply constitutes an answer.
(6) The questioner poses tte question only if the benefits exceed the costs. For

example, the benefits or knowing the answer must exceed the costs of asking the
question.

(7) The questioner believes that the answerer knows the answer.
(8) The questioner believes that the answerer will not give an answer in absence of the

question.
(9) The questioner believes that the answerer will supply an answer.
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A second pr tic component is the common ground (i.e., shared knowledge, mutual
knowledge) between ques4loner and answerer (Clark & Mush* 1981; Miyake & Nohneh, 1979;
Sharon, 1983; Unman & Brawn, 1983). According to these models, the answerer II st
estimates the common ground between speech particfparts and then selects an answer that
moderately extends the boundaries of the common ground. That is, the answer should be
somewhat more klomiathre, elaborate, or detailed than the common ground, but should not be
(a) entirely within the sphere of the common ground or (b) substantially more detailed than the
common ground.

In principle, the QUEST model is able to keep track of the common ground between questioner
and answerer. QUEST would evaluate what kformation sources thP questioner has stored in
memory and what nodes the questioner has stored in each information source. The fringe or
boundary of knowledge can also be computed in a straightforward manner. In particular, a fringe
answer would be few arcs away from a node in the common ground.

Common ground could have some counterintuitive effects on answer quality. If the common
ground is high and the answerer wants to be informative (i.e., supplying information that the
questioner miOt not know), then the answerer would avoid nodes that are in multiple information
sources. Surprisingly, there would be a neva*e correlation between answer quirk and number
of information sources. Regarthig structural &tame and common ground, there might be a
preference for dated nodes because proximate nodes would be easy to infer. Perhaps a
curvilinear relationship would Dram with answers at imtemteckite di tames being better than
answers at close and at far *dances from the entry node in an information NUM.

This section has described QUEST and has identified its theoretical foundations. One of the
objectives of the MIR contract was to assess the extent to which QUEST's components can
explain empirical data in question answering tasks. The studies reported in the next section were
completed under the ONR contract in order to address this objective. The results of these
studies were quite promising. Therefore. we conclude that QUEST is a *table psychological
model of numan question answering.

Tests of the QUEST Model

QUEST was tested in four different informational cortexts. These contexts kr-luded (1)
expository texts on scientific mechanisms, (2) narrative texts, (3) generic knowledge structures
(e.g., obOcts, person concepts, stets), and (4) situations with complex pragmatic constraints
(i.e., telephone surveys, business transactions, and televised interviews). In some experiments,
we examined answer indiction scores, that is, the Ikellhooti that a note in an information source
was produced as an answer to a question. In other experiments, we examined answer quality
scores for question-answer palls, i.e., whether the answer is a good versus a bad answer to the
question.

aluitilLabacatuaigtutolragliticillachmans

Two studies focused on shit texts that descrbe event chains in physical, biological, and
technological systems (Graesser & HemphI, 1989; Musser, Hemphill, & Brainerd, 1989). Each
text had five events, as illushated in the text below on nuclear power.

1. Atoms are spilt into particles.
2. Heat energy is released.
3. Water in the surrounding tank is heated.
4. Steam drives a series of turbines.
5. The turbllies produce eksctricity.
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We assumed that college stints had very little knowledge about these scientific mechanisms
and that they reeled primarily on the textbase as an information source. Moreover, we started outwith the simple assumption that the textbase consisted of a linear chain of events, connected by
Consequence arcs.

(El) --C--> [E21 --C-, 1E3) -C -> jE4) --C--[E53

We eventually had to revise this simple assumption because readers sometimes imposed a goal-oriented, teleological interpretation on the event sequences in the case of technological and
biological mechanisms. That is, one event occurred for the purpose of achieving subsequent
events, e.g., water is heated (event 3) for the purpose of having steam drive a series of turbir
(event 41. Indeed, the engineers of a nuclear power plait would design the plant with such goalsin mind. Whenever a ological interpretation was hmosed on the text, the textbase consistedor a cpsl structure running parallel with.the camel chain (see Figure 7).

We tested QUEST by examining the answers to five question categories: why, how, when,
er:zskr. and consequence (CONS). For example, event 3 would be probed with the followingq dons:

Why is water heated?
Haw is water heated?
When is water heated?
What enabled water to be heated?
What are the consewences of water being heated?

Given that each text had 5 events and that there were 5 question categories, 25 unique
questions were associated with each text. Although subjects occasionally generated inferenceswhen they answered these questkons, we analyzed only those answers that referred to events
explicitly stated in the text. Therefore, we were concerned with four posses answers to each
question. For example, the queried node in the above questions is event 3; we analyzed those
answers that referred to events 1, 2, 4, and 5.

These studies on expository text were designed to test the three components of the
convergence mechanism: Structural distance, the am search procedures, and constraint
satisfaction. We found robust support for structural distance and the arc search components butnot for constramt satisfaction. Therefore, we will concentrate primarily on the two successful
components; analysis of constraint satisfaction will be saved for the end of this subsection.

Figure 6 shows the arc search procedures of the QUEST model. Legal answers to how, enable,
and when questions are causal antecedents to the queried event. If event 3 were probed with
these types of questions, then legal answers would be events 1 and 2 but not events 4 and 5.
Legal answers to CONS questions are causal consequences (events 4 and 5 but not events 1
and 2). Legal answers to why questions depend on whether a goal structure is superimposed on
the causal chain. If not, then legal answers to why cgrestions are the same as answers to how,
enable, and when questions. If a goal structure is super imposed, however, then legal answers
include causal consequences but not causal antecederts.

The structural distance cormonent predicts that proximate answers should be better than distant
answers. Presumably, structural distance hasan influence on legal answers but not on illegal
answers. If event 3 were probed with the questions, then the following predictions would be
generated by QUEST.

1. t
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How, enable, when, and why(nonteleoiogical) questions

E2>E1".E4IgE5

CONS and why(teleoloOcal) questions

E4).E5> El E2

Given that all 5 events in a text were queried and that there are 4 possible answers per question,
there are a total of 20 cells in a compkne "question-answer matrix." We analyzed how well QUEST
could account ff,:r the dependent measures (Le., answer production scores and answer quality
scores) in the question-answer matrices. A westion-answer matrix was prepared for each text,
and separate matrices were prepared for each question category.

leds. The texts were 24 event sequences that were extracted from passages in the Med=
Acesiemir,Emsbagjja. AP texts had five events, as in the example about nuclear power. Eight
passages were in the technological domain (computer, television, paper production, nuclear
energy, elevator, vacuum deem, water purification, and wine production); eight were in the
biological domain (heart, seeing, photosynthesis, knee jerk, mitosis, hair growth, hearing,
neurons); and 8 were in the physical science domain (tornado, earthquake, light, rain, sonic
boom, *tide, supernova, and stalagmites).

A question-answer matrix was prepared for each text and each question category in all analyses of
answer quality scores and answer production scores. Given that there were 24 texts, 5 question
categories, and 20 cells per question-answer matrix, 2400 scores were included in the item
analyses.

Analaindammuman. We collected answer production scores from 192 undergraduate
students at Memphis State University. The subjects first read one of the 24 texts and later
answered 25 csrestbris about the text (5 events x 5 questbn categories). The 25 questions were
randomly presented In a booklet. TWo blank lines appeared after each question for subjects to
write down their answers. Eight subjects were randomly assigned to each of the 24 texts.

The cr.,ical dependent measure was the answer production score. This was computed as the
proportion of subjects (out of 8) who generated a particular answer to a particular queried evert
The score associated with a particular question-answer Item was the basic unit in an quantitative
analyses. Therefore, al tests of statistical significance assessed varialAity among items in its error
term, but not variabilty among subjects. All statisiticai tests were performed at the la c .05 level.
(WI will not present the exact F-scores In t h report; instead, we will simply announce whether an
effe1 was versus was not sioticant.)

Figure 8 presens questbri-answer matrices for the five question categories. Each matrix
presents answfr production scores as a function of the five serial positions for questions and the
five serial positions for answers. The scores in the upper-right half of each matrix correspond to
causal consequences whereas the scores in the bottom-left hall of the matrix correspond to
causal antecedents.

An inspection of the mean answer production scores cordkm QUESTS arc search procedures for
how, when, enable, and CONS questions. Mean scores of causal antecedents were signlicardly
higher than the scores of causal consequences in the case of how questions (.21 versus .08),
when questions (.36 versus .10), and enable questions (.28 versa .08); as predicted, CONS
questions showed the opposite pattern f.08 versus .36). However, mean scores of the why
questions were approximately the same for causal antecedents and causal consequPra:m (.16
versus .17).
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As discussed earlier, answers to why questions would tap causal consequences If teleological
structures (i.e., goal structures) were superimposed onto the causal chains (see Figure 7). Wewould expect these goal structures to be Imposed on technological domains and perhaps
biological domains, but not on physical science domains. Therefore, we performed separate
analyses on the three types of domains (see Figure 8). When why questions were asked in thecontext of physical science, mean scores were significantly higher for causal antecedents thancausal consequences (.30 versus .10). Thus, goal structures were not constructed when these
physical science texts were cmprehended. In contrast, mean scores were significantly lower tor
causal antecedents than for causal consequences when why questions were asked about eventsin technology (.08 versus .20) and In biology (.10 versus 20). A teleological goal structure wasthe primary structure in the case of technological and biological domains.

OUEST's prediction about the impall of structural dance on answer production scores was also
confirmed. This should be apparent when inspecting the scores in Figure 8. The scores
decreased as a function of the distance (number of arcs) between the queried node and the
answer node. When avergifng over al five *region categories, the mean answer production
scores for legal answers significantly decreased as a function of distance, .42, .28, 21, and .20 at
distances of 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. This decrease fit an exponential function better than a
linear function. In contrast, structural distance dki not have a consistent significant effect on Hiegel
answers. When averaging over the five question categories, the scores were .12, .06, .04, and
.07 for distances of 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

A very sing* mathematical model with three parameters closely It the answer production scores.Parameter a is the lice hood of pursuing a causal antecedent path whereas parameter g Is the
likelihood of pursuing a causal consequence path. Parameter ! is the likeliflood of traversing a
single arc on a path. There Is fixed parameter n that consists of the number of arms between the
queried n.Jcle and the answer node. The prediced answer twockiction scores are computed as
aln for causal antecedents and On for causal consequences. This simple motel accounted for
89% of the variance of the answer production scores. The best fit value of I was .67, the distance
dampening parameter. Regarding the causal antecedent parameter (a), the best-fit value was
substantially higher in those conditions in which antecedents were legal (.63) than in those
conditions in which consequences were legal (.18). Regarthng the causal consequence
parameter (g), again the bestfit values were higher when consequences were legal (.51) than
when consequences were ilkrgal (.19).

CigigilLiastEaustujudgmnIs. Goodness-of-answer (GOA) judgements were collected on the
24 texts and were analyzed in the same way as the answer producted scores reported above.
After the subjects read a text, they were presented a series of question-answer pairs. On each of
these trials the subject decided whether the answer was a good versus a bad answer to the
question. The patterns of GOA judgments were expected to be similar to those of the answer
production scores even though the taskswere somewhat different. Whereas the answer
production task requires the subject to retrieve answers from memory, the GOA taskplaces less
demands on memory and more demandson the judripnent of answer quality. QUEST makes
idential predictions across tasks regarding the arc search and structural distance components.

The GOA task permitted us to impose some control over the particular arc categories pursued
when the arc search proceitires are executed. This control is actOeved by specifying the
connective that precedes the answer. In the case of why-questions, causal antecedent paths
should be pursued when the answer is preceded by Immix that Is, backward Consequence
arcs are sampkxl. in contrast, when the answer is preceded by lasolerloW, the goal structure
and forward Reason arcs should be sampled, corresponding to causal consequences. For
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example, consider the following four answers to the question why is water neateu? in the context
of the nuclear power text.

Because MOMS are spit. (canal antecedent)
In order for atoms to be split. (satordinate goal)

* Because turbines poduce electricity. (causal consecatence)
In order for turbines to podia, electricity, (supetordinate goal).

The answers with asterisks are illegal whereas the answers without asterisksare legal, according to
QUEST.

Legal answers to when-questions are also governed by connectives. If the answer is preceded
by atter, then legal answers are causal antecedents. If the answer Is preaided by taeture, then
legal answers are causal consequences. If no connective precedes the answer, then legal
answers are causal antecedents, according to QUEST. That is, the default connective is after
(see Graesser & Franklin, In press; Gramm & Muralwer, 1965).

in light of the expected kryact of connectiveson GOA judgements, this study had nine
condition altogether. In five of the conditions there were no connectives preceding the answer,
corresponding to the five types of ques tions. There were four conditions with connectives
preceding answers. There were two connectiveconditions for why-questions (Woos versus in
order to/for) and two for when-questions (gatversus batgre).

The subjects were 162 undergrackates at Memphis State University. These subjects were
randomly assigned to the nine question conditions, with 16 objects per concfttion. Half of the
subjects read and were tested on 12 of the 24 texts; the other half of the subjects were assigned
the other 12 texts. The presentation order of the texts was randomized for each subject.
Associated with each 5-event text was 20 different question-answer Items, as delineated in the
20-cell question- answer matrix. After the subject read a text, the subject provided GOA
judgments on all 20 items, which were presented in random order.

A microcomputer coat /oiled the presentation of the passages, the question- answer items, and
the collection of responses. The subject began each question-answer trial by pressing one of the
keys upon receiving a READY signal. After a .5 second delay, the question appeared on the
screen. The subject read the question at his own pace and pressed a key when finished. After a
.5 second delay, the question disappeared and the answer appeared on the screen. The subject
provided the GOA judgment by pressing one of two response buttons (GOOD versus BAD).

A GOA score was computed as the proportion of observations in which subjects Ochxml an
answer as GOOD. In all tests of statistical significance we were able to compute a ma statistic;
this is a conservative test that considers both variability among subjects and variability among
items. As in Figure 8, we prepared a quesdion answer matrix for each text, for each subject, and
for each question category.

Mean GOA Judgments were In the t'Apected directions when comparing causal antecedents and
causal consequences. GOA judgments were significantly higher for antecedents than for
consequences in the following six conditions: why (.48 versus .29j, why(because) (.52, .27), how
(.48, .18), when (.3, .21). when(after) (.67, .13), and arable (.63, .23). GOA judgments were
significantly lower for causal antecedents than for causal consequences In the following three
question groups: why(k1 order) (.26, .57], when(before) (.16. .79), and CONS (.25, 55). The
difference between antecedents and consequences was smallest in the why group k 19); this
would be expected because this is the only group in which legal answers depend on he
knowledge domain (I.e., physical science, biological, versus technological).
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The GOA judgments in the 20-cell matrices also showed effects of structural (*stance. The legalanswers showed an exponential decrease as a function of structural distance, .78, .52, .42, and.39 for distances of 1, 2, 3. and 4, respectWely (averaging across question categories). The
differences were very subtle for illegal answers, .27, .19, .17, versus .19.

Calstrittallatillaatkaaamuitioluegrersiminattleft. The patterns of GOA Pigments in theabove analyses confismed OUESTis predictions with respect to the arc search procedure and
structural distance. We also performed analyses that assessed the impact of constraint
satisfaction on GOA judwnents. Two dimensions were considered in our analyses of constraint
satisfaction: Argument ovestp and causal strength. Presumably, answers would have a higherGOA judgment it the answer and the wailed node shared at least one noun-amument and ifthere was a high causal strength between the two nodes.

We adopted van den Broek and Trabasso's analysis of causality when we scaled event pairs on
causal strength (van den Brook, 1990; Turban() & van den Broek, 1985; Trabasso at al., 1988).
Causality is decomposed into four calorie: temporality, operativity, necessity, and sufficktncy. The
temporal* criterion states that the event X (the cause) must precede evert Y (the effect) in time.
The operativity criterion states that event X or the result of event X mist be operating when eventY occurs. The necessity criterion is satsified if events X and Y pass the counterfactual test; that is,
event X is necessary for event Y if event Y fails to occur when event X is negated. According to
the sufficiency criterion, X is sufficient for Y under the following concillions: If event X occurs and
normal circumstances in the world continue, then event Y will occur. Each of these four criteria
received a value ranging from 0 to 1 whenever two events were evakiated on causality. The
overall causal strength between X and Y was computed according to formula 1.

Causal strength rs 0lNisy2 (1)

T, 0, N, and S refer to the values of temporality, operativity, necessity, and sufficiency,
respectively. Trained judges rated event pairs on these four criteria (Le., assigning values of 0, .5,
or 1) and whieved a high level of agreement (.70 or more decisions being the same for any pair ofjudges).

We performed multiple regression analyses in anti' to assess the impact of several variabk)s on
answer production scores (or on GOA judgments) for catestion-answer pairs. First, there was the
arc search variable, which had valuesof 0 (illegal answer) or 1 (legal answer). Second there was
structural distance, the number of arcs between the dried node and the answer nock). Third,
there was causal strength, as measured above, which varied from 0 to 1. Fourth, there was
argument overlap, which had values of 0 (no arguments overlap) and 1 (at least one anpment
overlaps). Fifth, there was topic tan parity. Millis (1989) collected fainter* ratings from college
students on the 24 texts: the values of families* ranged from t (very unfamiliarwith the topic) to 6
(very familiar with the topic). Sixth, there was knowledge domain, with dummy coded variables
correspondfrig to the technological, biological, and physical science domains.

in analyses of how, when, enable. arid CONS questions, knowledge domain virtually never
interacted with any of the other pr actor variables, so we will not report separate regression
analyses on each knowledge domain. However, for why questions, there were frequent
interactions between knowledge domain and the arc search procedure, so separate regression
analyses will be reported on technological, biological, and physical science domains.

Table 2 presents results of the rixftle regression analyses on answer psoduction scores. in all 7
regression analyses, the overall multi e regression equation significantly predicted answer
production scores. The mean percentage of variance explained by the equation was 32% (whe
weighting the five question categories equally). Standardized beta-weights are presented for
each predictor variable, along with an indication of whether the predictor had a significant

4,;Ft
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semipartial correlation. All multiple regression analyses showed significant effects of arc search
(mean beta ..44) and structural distance (mean beta -24). Causal strength was significant in
only 1 out of the 7 analyses (mean beta .04) and argument overly was significant in 2 of the 7
analyses (mean beta - .05). In 4 of the 7 analyses, the answer production scores decreased
significantly as a function of topic familarly (mean beta -.08).

in a set of follow-up regression analyses we added interaction terms for three components of the
convergence mechanism, namely arc search (A), structural distance (D), and causal strength (C).
There were fax possible interaction terms: AxC, AxD, CxD, and AxCxD. The inclusion of the
interaction term increased the amount of explained variance from 32% to 57%. The causal
strength variable rarely interacted significantly with the other two convergence components; the
AxC, DxC, and AxCxD kyteractions were each signifkard in only 1 out of 7 muftis regression
analyses. The AxD Interaction was the only robust and consistent interaction (6 out of 7
analyses). This AxD Interaction reflected the pattern of data reported earlier. That is, structural
distance had a large knpact on legal answers but a very subtle Impact on illegal answers.

Multiple regression analyses were also performed on the GOA judgments, using the same
statistical procedures that were used on the answer production scams. All multiple regression
analyses significantly predicted the GOA judgments; the mean percentage of variance explained
by the multiple regression equation; was 57% (varying from 30% to 85%). Table 3 presents beta-
weights for arc search, structtmal distance, and causal strength. The am search variable was
significant hi all 15 analyses (mean beta - .57) whereas structural distance was significantly
negative In 14 out of 15 analyses (mean beta - -.35). Carpal strength was signnicarS in only 2 out
of 15 analyses (mean beta - .02). In addition, topic familiarity was significantly positive in 2
analyses (mean beta -.03) and argument overlap was significant in 3 out of 15 analyses (mean
beta -.03).

In a set of follow-up mutt* regression analyses, we added interaction terms for arc search,
structural distance, and causal strength (MC, AxD, CxD, and AxCxD). The AxD interaction was
significant in most of the analyses (9 out of 15) as was the case in the analyses of answer
prodution scores. Once again, the causal strength predictor rarely interacted with the other two
convergence components; the AxC, CxD, and AxCxD interactions were significant in only 2 out of
45 cases.

To summarize, these multiple regression analyses provided consistent and robust support for the
arc search procedures and for structural distance, but failed to show effects of causal strength and
argumnt overlap (i.e., two dimensions c constraint satisfaction). We have a plausible
explanation for the finding that causal strength had no impact on answer production scores and
GOA moments. Individuals may need a sufficiently deep level of understanding about the to*
before they can construct causal interpfetations of the events. That is, an analysis of temporality,
operativity, necessity, and sufficiency requires a rich body of world knowledge. The college
students probably had a very superficial understanding of the 24 texts so effects of causal
strength failed t emerge.

PitcgistialaknienImeiltixi=18. We analyzed the decision latencies of the GOA
judgments in the above expertnent The mean decision latencies varied from 2.16 seconds for
CONS questions to 3.16 seconds for when(before) (mations. Tigole 3 shows the outcome of
the multiple regression analyses on the decision latencies. The regression equation significantly
predicted latencies In an 15 ecpations and accounted for 12% of the item variance.

Table 3 shows beta-weights for the arc search, structural distance, and causal strength predictors.
Arc search was significantl positive In 8 out of 10 analyses in which legalanswers were
antecedents (mean beta .23); in these cases, decision times were longer for legal answers than
for illegal answers. Arc search was not significant in any of the analyses in which consequences
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were legal answers, i.e., CONS, when(before), and 3 why(in order). Structural distance wassigrificattly negative in 7 out 15 analyses; the sign was negative in 13 analyses. Thus, the
decision latencies decrease as a function of the number of arcs between the queried event and
the answer event. Cluisal strengthwas significant in only 1 out of 15 analyses. Topic familiarity
and argument overtap did not have a consistent significant Impact on decision latencies. In follow-
up multiple regression amlyses with interaction terms (AxC, AxD, CxD, and AxCxD), only 4 out of
the 60 interaction terms were statistically significant.

The fact that GOA latencies decreased as a function of structural distance is inconpatthie with a
spreading activation eglanation of distance effects. A spreading activation explanation would
predict a positive relationship between distance and latencies. The structural distance evaluationreflects discrimination processes rather than search processes (Wegener & Wender, 1990). That
is, it is more difficult to discriminate the relative temporal order of two events when the two events
are structurally close.

aummacumovivnts RD exposed:if text studies. These studies showed consistent support for
the arc search procedures and structural distance, but very little support for constraint satisfaction
(causal strength and argument overlap). The fact that the constraint satiation came up empty
suggests that the comprehenders must have a deep level of domain knowledge before they can
assess causal relationships between events; the college students in this study probably did not
have an impressive amount of background knowledge for the scientific mechanisms depicted in
the text.

The arc search procedures andstructural distance would go a long way in converging on a small
number of good answers to a question. Given that the texts in this study had 5 events, there were
4 explicit candidate nodes that were potential answers to each question. On the average, haft of
these answers would be pruned out by ttv3 arc search procedure, which would pursue either
causal antecedents or causal consequences but not both. Structural di ance would further
decrease the space because answer quay decreases exponentially as a function of the number
of arcs between the candkiate node and the queried node. According to our best-fit estimates of
the dampening curve, 1.3 out of the 4 lodes would be good answers, a convergence ratio of
.33. As the database grows in volume and the graph structures have more diverse paths, the
convergence ratio gets closer to 0 (Graesser & Frani*, in press).

With one exception, QUESTS arc search procedures are adequately captured in Figure 6. The
exception lies in the why questions, which interact with type of knowledge domain. Causal
antecedents are prevalent when why-questions are answered in the context of physical systems
whereas causal consequences are more prevalent when technological and biological systems are
probed. This difference was explained by postulating that a teleological goal hierarchy was
superimposed on the networks in biological and technological systems, but not in physical
systems.

Quella211tinseter in the Co ext NCR Text

In a series of studies we collected question answering protocols and GOA judgments after college
students comprehended simple narrative texts. Unlace the expository texts In the above studies,
college students generate a large volume of knowledge-based inferences when they
comprehend skips stories and scripts. According to some estimates, the voaime of knowledge-
based inferences is 4-5 troves greater in narrative text than expository text (Graesser, 1981;
Graesser ,& Clark, 1985). The actions and events depicted hi narrative have a close
correspondence to mundane everyday experiences so inference mechanisms are more
automatic. Narrative is an excellent genre to study because there is an extensive interplay
between episodic knowledge and generic knowledge.
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There has been a peat deal of support for OUEST's convergence mechanisms in studies that
have collected querThon answering protocols after subjects comprehend narratives (Graesser,
1918, 1981; Graesser & Clark. 1985; Graesser & Murachver, 1085; Grinner et al., 1980:
Graesser at al., 19,81). Answer production scores for why, how, when, where, enable, and CONS
questions are significartly predicted by QUESTS arc search pmcedures, by structural distance,
and by many dimensions of constraint salleaction. num findings were reported in studies
published before this contract, so they will not be covered in this report. The research conducted
in this contract focused on GOA judgments for question-answer pairs after subjects
comprehenftd short narrative passages. This research has been written up in two studies
(Golding, Graesser, & Mills, in press; Graesser, Lang, & Roberts, 1989).

College students at Memphis State University first lead one of two stories and then judged the
quality of particular answers to particular questions about actions and events in the story. One of
the stones is provided below, followed by two example question-answer pairs.

1131GrargghtlalkabLeil

Once there was a Czar who had three lovely daughters. One day the three
daughters went waking in the woods. They were enjoying themselves so much that they
forgot the time and stayed too long. A dragon kidnapped the three daughters. As they
were being dragged off, they cried for help. Three heroes heard the cries and set off to
rescue the daughters. The heroes came, fought the dragon and rescued the maidens.
Then the heroes returned the daughters to their palace. When the Czar heard of the
rescue, he rewarded the heroes.

Why did the heroes fight the dragon?
The dragon kidnapped the daughters.

Why did the heroes fight the dragon?
The daughters were frightened.

The first answer to the question refers to an action that is explicitly stated in the text whereas the
second answer is a knowledge-based Terence. Our goal was to test QUESTS aNity to explain
GOA judgments and decision latencies both for answers that were inferences and for answers
that were explicit text statements.

The procedure for collecting GOA judgments and latencies was exactly the same as that
descried for the study on expository text. On each trial the subjects real the question at their
own pace by pressing a button. After a brief .5 second delay, the screen was erased and replaced
with the answer. The subject indicated their GOA judgment by pressing on of two buttons (BAD
answer versus GOOD answer). in some studies we collected discrete GOOD/BAD judgments
whereas M others we collected GOA pdgments on the following 4-point scale: (1) bad answer, (2)
possibly an acceptible answer, (3) moderately good answer, and (4) very good answer. Latencies
were not analyzed when judgments were collected on the 4-point scale. Fifty subjects provided
binary GOA judgments whereas 60 provided GOA ralkigs. Anequal nunter of subjects were
assigned to each of tie) five question conditions.

Maeda. The narrative texts were two short stories that have been investigated extensively in
previous studies (The Czar story and a story about an ant and a dove). Five intentional actions and
4 everts were selected as queried nodes from eachpassage, yielding 18 queried nodes
altogether. For example, the queried actions selected from the Czar story were: The daughters
walked in the woods, the dragon kidnapped the dawhters, the dragon *egged off the
daughters, the heroes fought the dragon, and the heroes returned the daughters to the palace.

I
4 Lti
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Sixteen answer nodes were associated with each of the 18 queried nodes, yieking a total of 288
questionanswer items. The same 288 Items were Mooted for each of five question categories:
why, how, when, enable, and CONS. The wording of the questions and categories variedsomewhat among the question categories. For example, if the queried node was Itmthergaa
Lougblibultaggi then the five questions would be: lArhythownwhen did the heroes fight the
dragon?, What enabled the heroes to fight the dragon?, and What are the consequences of thehero fighting the &agony?.

Most of the answers to the questions were inferences (82%) as opposed to explicit statements in
the passages. The kgerences were sampled from question answering protocols collected by
Graesser and Murachver (1985). in that study, OA protocols were collected for each explicit
statement in the two storks. Each passage statement was probed with the five question
categories (why, how, when, enable, CONS); 10 subjects generated answers for each of the five
question categories. Associated with each particular question (e.g., Why did the heroes fight the
dragon?) was an answer distribution which included all statement nodes that were produced as
answers by 2 or more out of the 10 subjects. Associated with each answer was an answer
production score.

Our method of sampling nodes from the answer dkartution was strained and random, with a
number of criteria that needed to be met before a node was accepted in the answer sanvkt.
Regarding stratification, answers were selected from the answer distributions of all five question
categories. Regarding randomization, we sampled nodes randomly from the answer distributions
of statement N-2, N-1, N, N+1, and N+2, such that N refers to the queried node. The answer
distributions associated with passage statement N were weighted higher than the other positions.
A node was eliminated horn the sample if It was a style specification (e.g., X occurred quickly) or a
time index (e.g., in the afternoon, yesterday). We focused on answers that were events, states,
actions, and goals because nodes in these categories can be articulated as complete sentences.

When the answers were prepared, the events and states were articulated inexactly the same way
across tht five question categories. Events and states were declarative sentences in the past
tense, with no connectives preceding the statement (e.g., The daughters were frightened, it was
a nice day). However, there were fkictuations among question categories as to whether an
answer was articulated as an action (e.g., The dragon kidnapped the daughters) or a goal (The
dragon wanted to kidnap the daughters). The rules for articulating the answers uniformly gave an
answer its best shot at being judged as a good answer to a question (Graesser, Lang, & Roberts,
1989).

MariagiandmaltkiagstukmanabEses. There were three dependent measures: GOA rating
(on the 4-point scale), GOA judgment (the binary GOOD/BAD decision), and GOA judtpnent
latency. Three separate sets of multiple regression analyses were performed, corresponding to
these three dependent measures. Whenever a multiple regression analysis was performed,
variability among questimanswer Items (averaging over affects) served as an Gm term; the
beta - weights reporizd le the subseauent tables are based on use item analyses. However, in
all tests of statistical sigNficance, wb assessed variability among subjects in addition to variabaty
among items. When variabalty among subjects was assessed, we performed multiple regression
analyses on individual subOcts and tested whether the beta- weigh of each predictor
significantly differed from 0.

The predictor variables in each regression analysis are listed and specified below. Some predictor
variables were theoretically interesting from the perspective of the QUEST model, namely those
associated with the convergence mechanisms and the information sources.

1.0
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(1) Aisidtamb. The question- answer item received a score of 1 If there was a legal path of arcs
between the entry node and the answer node in the database. The score was 0 if there was no
legal path. It should be noted that the textbase contained only explicit passage nodes. When the
answer was an Inference, It was placed at its 'Virtual location" In the textbase, as II the interence
were an explicit statement. The arc search procedures differed among the five question
categories (as discussed In Graesser & Clark, 1985; Grasser & klurachver, 1985), so the values
on this variable depended on the question category under conskleration. The mean arc search
scores were .55, .46, .68, .68, and .40 for the why, how, when, enable, and CONS questions,
respectively.

(2) Structural This was the number of arcs between the entry node and the answer
node in the textbase. Whenever two nodes were on multiple paths, structural distance was based
on the shortest path. The mean score was 1.7 arcs.

(3) Quetteintisgstrakm. This variable measured the extent to which the answer satisfied a set of
semantic and conceptual constraints of the queried node. The values varied from 0 to 1 on each
dimension, specifying whether the constraint was not satisfied versus was satisfied, respectively.
There were five dimensions: argumerd overlap, causal strength, temporal compatthility, planning
compatibility, and plausibility. These dimensions were defined earlier in the section that
described the QUEST model. Two independent raters provided judgments on each dimension
and achieved a satisfactory degree of reliability (i.e., between .75 and .96). An over:. I constraint
satisfaction score was computed, consisting of the average of these five dimensions; the mean of
this score was .65.

(4) thinigeutagneorijuggatasmacis. This variable was the number of generic information
sources that would amply the answer to the questbn. Each consent word in the queried node
served as a potential intimation source. Dec ions needed to be made as to whether a particular
answer was stored in a given information ante (e.g., whether the node X Is trightered is stored
in the GKS for FIGHTING). These decisions were based on samples of data coliected by Graesser
and Clad: (1985). Graesser and Clark extracted the content of each Gtit: associated with the ivro
stories. The content was extracted empirically by a *free generation plus question answering
method.** subjects in one group generated lists of typical properties, actions events, and other
nodes in a particular GKS wfwireas subjects in another group answered questions about the
content extracted from the free generation sample. Associated with each GKS was a list of
statement nodes that were generated by 2 or more subjects. Regarding the present study, an
answer was scored as coming from an intonation source If It was a member of the Graesser and
Clark node list for that information source. An average answer was a member of approximately 1
generic information source (mean equal .92).

(5) Verbatim This variable specified whether the answer was explicitly mentioned In
the passage (value 1) or whether it was an inference (value 0). The mean was .18.

(6) Answer oroduction sum This was the likelihood that the particular answer would be
produced when a particular question is asked in a question answering task. The answer
production scores were extracted1--m the empirical answer distributions collected by Graemer
and klurachver (1985). The mean answer production score was .06.

(7) Quadeamakmaratm. The queried node was either an intentional action (value we 1) or an
event (value 0).

(8) Stojy. The Czar story received a value of 1 whereas the Dove story received a value of 0.

Correlation rnaterices were prepared in order to assess whether there was any serious problem of
coliinearity among predictor variables. A correlation matrix was prepared for each of the five
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question categories; each matrix included the above predictor variables (with the overall constraint
satisfaction score instead of the breakdown of the five dimensions) and three additional variables
(number of contort words in answer, number of syllables In answer, and the logarithm of wordtreweney for contort words). Given that each matrix had 11 variables, there were 55 correlations
in each matrix and 95 unique correlations among the five matrices. Only 1 of the 95 correlations
was greater than .40; there was a positive correlation between number of content words andnumber of syllables, L IN .68. Another 8 correlations had absolute vatues of .31 to .40. Therefore,
91% of the correlations were small or modest.

GortnesradkaasneuGGALludgmenta. The mean GOA judgments were .40, .43, .3951, and
.50 for why, how, when, enable, and CONS questions, respectively. The mean GOA ratings were
1.99, 2.07, 2.51, 2.32, and 2.37. Table 4 presents the outcomes of the multiple regression
analyses on the discrete GOA judgments and the GOA ratings. Betaweights are presented for 8
predictor variables, segregated by question category. When averaging over question categories
and considering item variance, the multiple regression equations accounted for 50% of the
variance of binary GOA judgments and 52% of the variance of GOA Mingo. All of the multiple
regression equations significantly predicted the GOA deciskflis. Table 4 indicates whether each
predictor variable was signllicant In the item analyses and in the subject analyses; we declared a
predictor as significant if it was statistically significart in both the item analysis and subject analysis.

The regression equations were almost identical for the binary GOA decisions and the GOA
ratings. This can be illustrated by computing the proportion of beta-weights that had the same
qualitative outcome, i.e., both were significantly positive, both negative, versus both
nonsignificant. Of the 40 beta-weight comparisons in Table 4, 35 had the same qualitative
outcome (88%). The values of the beta- weights were also quantitatively similar. When the binary
GOA judgments were compared to the ratings, the mean beta-weights (averaging over question
catemy) were virtually identical: arc search (.45 versus .43, respectively), structural distance (-
.09, -.09), constraint satisfaction (.23, .23), information sources (.04, .01), verbatim answer (.04,
.06), answer production score (.26, .29), queried action/event (.01, -.01), and story (-.02, .05).

Support was found for all three components of the convergence mechanism. Arc search and
constraint satisfaction had significantly positive beta's in all 10 multiple regression analyses.
Structural distance had significantly negative bete'4 in 7 out of 10 equations. The when and
CONS question did not show consistent support for structural distance. In addition, the bivariate
correlations were perfectly compatible with the beta-weights in Table 4.

We performed some follow-up multiple regression analyses that assessed interactions among the
three components of convergence: arc search (A), structural distance (D), and constraint
satisfaction (C). That is, we added four interaction terms to the multiple regression equation (AxC,
AAO. CxD, and AxCxD). The three interaction terms significantly Increased the amount of
explained variance in the item analyses from 51% to 52%. Two natural groups of questions
emerged on the basis of the patterns of 3-way interactions, why, how, and enable questions
formed one group whereas the when and CONS questions formed the other. Significant 3-way
interactions were found for the first group but not the second group. Figure 9 plots the 3-way
interactions for the two groups of subjects, segregating the binary figments and the ratings.
The b-weights (i.e., nonstandardized regress on coefficients) of the three main effects and four
interaction terms were used to generated the values in Figure 9. As shown in Figure 9, structural
distance consistently yielded fiat lines for when and CONS questions. For why, how, and enable
questions, however, structural distance significantly decreased GOA scores for the legal answers
that failed to satisfy constraints and for the illegal answers that satisfied constraints: the other two
lines were essentially flat
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The above results faikid to support a sequential model which assumes that the arc search
procedure is executed before constraint satisfaction. If anything, these two components are
performed simultaneously and appear to be additive. Both legal and illegal answers show robust
effects of constraint satisfaction. The AxC interaction term was nonsignificant in 7 out of 10
analyses, an outcome that would tend to support an additive model. The GOA Judgmentswere
consistently higher for iftegal answers that satisfy constraints than for illegal answers that fail to
satisfy constrairts. The data consistently awe against a sequential model in which the arc search
procedure is executed prior to the constraint satisfaction component.

We performed a set of multOle regression analyses which segregated the five dimensions of
constraint satisfaction. Wimn averaging across the 5 questken categories and two GOA scales,
the mean beta-weights were -.02, .10, .03,14, and .19 for ircarment overlap, temporal
cornpatthillty, plaroblg compatbirdy, plausbility, and causal strength, respectkely. Causal
strength was significant in all 10 analyses; temporal convattiay and plausibility were each
sig nificant in 7 analyses; planning exempattety was sOnficari in 4 analyses; and argument overlap
was significard in only 2 analyses (with one positive and one negative beta). When considering
these 30 significant effects, 29 were In the direction that would be predicted by QUEST.
Therefore, there was evidence for 4 out of the 5 dimensions of constraint satisfaction.

Multiple regression analyses were performed on those answers that had answer production
scores of 0. These answers to a particular question were never generated by subjects who
supplied QIA probook; in the Graesser and Murachver (1985) study. The same repassion
analyses were perlomed as those In Table 4 except that answer production scores were dropped
Nrcause the value was always 0). All 10 equations siginNicantly predicted the GOA judgments,

accounting for 39% of the Item variance overall. The beta-weights were qualitatively and
quantitatively the same as those in Table 4. Of the 70 beta-wallets in these analyses, 85 had the
same walltative outcome as those in Table 4. The mean beta-weights of the theoretically
interesting wedicbors were quantitatively similar for (a) the entire answer sample and (b) those
answers with an answer production score of 0: Arc search (.44 and .44, respectively), constraint
satisfaction (.23, .28), structural distance (-.09, -.09), generic information sources (.03, .02), and
verbatim answer (.05, .04).

The multiple regression analyses consistently failed to support the prediction that GOA
judgments would increase as a function of number of generic information sources. Only 1 out of
the 10 analyses in Tat* 4 showed a significant effect for this wedictor. As discussed earlier,
there was some foundation for antic acing a ze..wilinear relationship between number of generic
information SWIMS and GOA. Specifically, answers that come from many information sources are
uninformative whereas answers from no information sources are sometimes difficult to interpret.
In order to test fora possible curvilinear relationship, we performed 10 regression analyses with
two predictors: Number of irdomiation sources (I) and r2. Tlx)1**2 term was not significant in any
of the analyses. When we restricted our analyses to legal answers that passed the arc search
procedure, again there were no significant r'2 terms. Finally, we assessed whether I interacted
with any of the other predictor variables and once again came up empty.

Decision latencies for GOA Xidgmenji. Mean decision latencies for the binary GOA judgments
were 2.39, 2.40, 2.79, 2.51, and 2.69 seconds for why, how, when, enable, and CONS
questions, respectively. When we performed multiple regression analyses on these latencies, we
included number of content words, number of syllables, and word frequency as predictors in
addition to the other 5 predictors in Table 4.

Table 5 presents the beta-weights from tlai naritple regression analyses, segregated by the 5
question categories. Separate analyses are presented on the complete set of items and those
question-answer-items with answer production scores of 0. Each of the 10 regression analyses
was statistically significant, accounting for a mean item variance of 35%. The beta-weights were
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quantitatively similar between the complete item set and the set with answer production scores of0: Arc search (.04 versus .08), structural distance (-.04, -.03), contra hl steisfactIon (.02, .00),information sources (.04, .07), verbatim answer (-.07, -.07), queried action/event (.00, .00), story(.17, .13), content words (.22, .22), syllables (.28, .28), and word frequency (.00, .00).

According to the beta- weights in Table 5, legal answers to why, how, and enable questionstended to have longer laterickis than the illegal answers. In contrast, the arc search beta-weightsfor when and CONS questions wera either nonsignificant or negative. It should be noted that thesame patterns of data occurred for the expository texts reported earlier. The beta-weights forstructural distance were regative in LI out of 10 analyses, but were never significant. The fact thatthey were negative Is entirely consistent with the earlier studies of expository text. The beta-weights for constratit satisfaction were significant in only 1 out of 10 analyses.

We performed folbw-up nnaliple regression analyses tat assessed interactions among the threecomponents of convergence (MC, AxD, CxD, AxCxD). The 3-way interaction was significant inonly 2 analyses and these two did not have similar patterns of latencies. Therefore, we performedanalyses on 2-way interactions. Structural distance did not knead significantly with the other twovariables in any of these analyses. We performed a set of analyses on the MC interaction termalong wit the other 11 pre or variables in Table 5. This MC interaction was Otter sfghificant cm-almost significant for why, how, and enable questions, but not for when and CONS westions. Itshould be noted that the GOA judgments also manifested natural groupings for why, how, and
enable questions versus when and CONS questions.

Figure 10 plots the interaction between arc search and constraint satisfaction, segregating why,how, and enable questions from the when and CONS questions. Each interaction was generatedon the basis of the b-weights associated with A, C, anl MC predictors in the equation. For whenand CONS questions, arc seam and constraird satisfaction had essentially no impact on decisionlatencies. For the other three west ion categories, however, the illegal answers that failed tosatisfy constraints were much faster than than the other ttree item categories (i.e., legal answerssatisfying constraints, legal answers not satisfying constraints, and Illegal answers satisfying
constraints); the difference in the latency was .39 second. Another way of *wing these data is
that the answers which involved a cliscrepency between arc search and constraint sallsfaction(i.e., legal answers failing constraints and illegal answers satisfying constraints) had longer
decision latencies than the answers that either failed or succeeded on both components: this
difference was 29 second.

S1101011. All three components of QUESTS converge ruur
mechanism were supported In our analyses of GOA Odgments: Arc search, structural distance,
and constraint satisfaction. The patterns of GOA judgments and decision latencies provided
some clues about the Interaction among the three convergence components. The processing ofwhy, how, and enable questions were somewhat different from that of when and CONS questions(as was the case for the etudes on expository text). Consider first the why, how, and enable
questions. The arc search and constraint satisfaction components are apparently executed in
parallel. When output from the two components were in agreement (i.e., both GOOD or both
BAD), then the appropriate decision was made. More time was needed to determine that the
answer is good than the answer Is bad; good answer require that multiple criteria be satisfied
whereas bad answers can be detected as soon as !Mire is a failure on a few criteria. When the
output from the arc search component le positive, but the output from the constraint satisfaction
component is negative, then adclltional time was needed to evaluate the answer on structural
distance. Subjects apparently used structural distance as a criterion fo:' breaking a tie between
the arc search and the constraint satisfaction components.
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The structural distance evaluator consists of a process of judging distance rather than a process of
searching through a structure. If anything, the decision latencies were faster for answers that
were at sweater distances from the queried node. Any mechanism that emphasizes search
processes, such as spreading activation or marker passing, would have predicted longer latencies
for structurally cfistant answers.

Structural distance did not play a significant role when kidivickrals judged answers to when and
CONS questions. The arc search and amstraint satisfaction components were processed In
parallel, with no speed advantage for good answers over bad answers. in should be noted that
Graesser and ktirachver (1985) also reported that Micheal distance plays a minimal role for
CONS and when questions in OM tasks.

There was no evidence for a sequential order in the processing of arc search and constraint
satisfaction. These two components combined in an additive fashion. However, there was
evidence for sequer*IaI processing when structural distance was analyzed. Structural distance
was evaluated after the arc search end constraint satisfiction components were completed (In the
case of why, how, and enable questions). That is, arc search and constraint satisfaction preceded
structural distance evaluation.

The number of generic information sources had a negligbk1 impal on the GOA judgments and
latencies. One reason for this null effect may be that the textbase involved simple stories with
very familiar content words. The content words triggered GKSs that were well learned and highly
automatized. Perhaps expository texts on difficult unfamiliar topics would show greater effects of
multiple information sources.

Question Answering in the gsmigext of Generic Knowledgg Struclures

We collected GOA judgments and decision latencies for csiestion-answer pairs in the context of
generic knowledge structures. College students were tested on approximately 500 trials that had
the following phases:

generic conceal: Consider the concept of HOME
fisatSaalitka How does a person clean the house?

[SuNect presses button followed by 3 second pause).
latkleiateten: The person gets a broom.

[Subplot presses BAD or GOOD answer button]

The subject received different generic concepts from trial to Mai. GOA Judgments were collected
for why, how, enable, and CONS questions in the context of 8 different generic knowledge
structures: tkne, tree, home, child, hero, crying, waking, and fighting. These 8 GKSs cover a
broad landscape of concepts: abstract concepts, plants, locations, humans, events, and
intentional actions. These concepts are broadly distributed among Keirs ontological categories
(Keil, 1979).

The 8 concepts were selected from the 51 GKSs that were investigated by Graesser and Clark
(1985). As discussed seder, &maser and Clark used a free generation plus (petal= answering
method to extract the content of each GKS; one group of subjects supplied free generation
protocols whereas a second group answered a why and a how Est on about each statement
node in the free generation set. The total set of nodes included all statements generated by 2 or
more subjects. A conceptual graph structure was subsequently prepared for each GKS, using
QUESTs rules of composition and the representational system specified by Graesser and Clark.
An average GKS contained 168 statement nodes.
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Four intentional actions and 4 events were selected as queried nodes in each GKS. The
selection of answers was slightly different for queried actions and events. For each queried
action, there were 18 answer nodes; Rose nodes were selected using a a stratified random
sampling procedure which kcured that approximately h of the answers passed the arc searchprocedure. Given thig there were 8 GKSs, 4 queried actions per structure, and 16 answers perqueried node, there were 512 unique pairs of queried node and answer node. These same 512
pairs were tested on each question category (why, how, enable, and CONS). The selection of
items was the same for queried events, except that only 8 answers were sampled per queried
node (yielding 256 unique pairs of queried node and answer node).

Each subject provided responses for 512 items that spanned all four question categories. Eight
subjects received any given question-answer pair. Separate groups of subjects were assigned toqueried laws versus queried events. The order in which items were presented and tested was
randomly detirmined for each subject separately. Both the GOA judgment and the decision
latency were recorded by the computer on each trial.

yadabigummigthgammaskaanatisis The criterion variables were GOA judgment and
decision latency. The predctors ofprimary theoretical interest were arc search, structural
distance, constraint satisfaction (the overall measure, as well as the five dimensions of argument
overlap, temporal compatbllity, planning oampattrility, plausibiffty, and causal strength). We also
scaled each answer on number of information sources by having trained des assess whether a
given answer would be stored under each content word in the queriednode. For example,
consider the question "How does a person clean the house?" and the answer he person gets a
broom;" the judges assessed whether "X get broom" is stored under PERSON, under CLEAN,
and under HOUSE (using a 3-point scale). Answer production scores were computed for each
question-answer pair by collecting OA protocols from a sample of college students at MemphisState University.

In addition to the above theoracally interesting predictors, there were several predictors that
were of kiss interest. These included the 8 dummy coded variables corresponding to the 8
concepts, and dummy coded variables corresponding to different groups of subjects who
received particular item sets. We also included the number of content words in the answer, the
mean imagery rating per content word, the mean word frequency per content word (the
logarithm), and number of syllables in the answer whenever decision latencies were analyzed;
these variables are known to substantially Influence reading times (ilaberlancft & Graesser, 1985).

GOA judgments. Table 6 presents the outcome of the multOe regression analyses on GOA
judgments. GOA judgments were significantly predicted in each of the 8 analyses, accountng for
an average of 35% of the item variance. The arc search component was significant in all 8
analyses (mean beta .31) whereas most of the analyses showed significant effects of structural
distance (beta * -.12) and constraint satisfaction (beta .16). Answers had higher GOA
judgments I they matched a nab in the verb GKS (mean beta .13) and in a Ga associated with
a noun (beta .07). Therefore, answer quality increased as a function of the mintier of
information sources supplying the answer. Once again, GOA judgments were predictedby
answer production scores (beta ¢ .4).

Analyses were performed on the interaction terms associated with theconvergence components
in exactly the same way that interactions were analyzed in the study on narrative text. The tour
interaction terms (AxC, AxD, CxD, and AxCxD) increased the amount of explained item variance
from 35% to 37%. The patterns of Interactions were quite compatible with our analyses of
narrative text (see Figure 9). ftbne of the 8 interaction terms were significant in the case of CONS
questions. Regarding why, how, and enable questions, 9 of the 24 possible interaction terms
were statistically significant (3 significant effects forthe AxD, AxC, and AxCxD interactions). The
patterns of the interactions closely replicate the patterns in Figure 9, so we will not plot them in this
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report. Structural clstance did not infbence GOA Judgments when arc search and constraint
satisfaction were in dement (Le.. both were GOOD or both were BAD). When there was a
disagreement, however, then GOA decreabad as a function of structural distance: there was a
particularly steep slope for legal answers that failed constrake satisfaction.

We perforaied some flow -up muttOle regression equations that segregated the five dimensions
of constraint satisfution. The mean beta-weights for the five dimensions were: argument overlap
(.07), temporal compatlailly (.07), planning compel tiliffy (.12), plausibility (.13), and causal
strength (.00). The percentage of significant beta's was 42%.

QQA.sjechionjatanglaa. The multiple regression analyses on the decision latencies were not very
promising. The arc search component was significard in only 2 out of 8 analyses; the mean beta
was -.04, opposite in sir to the beta's In the narrative study. As with all studies in this contract,
structural distance had a negative beta in all 8 analyses (mean -.05) and was sigillicart in 3
analyses. The overall Impact of constrain sat action on latencies was 0. Verb GKS, Noun GKS,
and even answer production scores were rarely significant (3 out of 24 analyses). When we
analyzed the interallon terms among the convergence components, the effects were rarely
significant (4 of 32 analyses and no agreement in the sirs of the signer beta's).

Summary of fine. The GOA judgments showed the same patterns of data for the generic
knowledge structures and the narrative passages. There was evidence for all three components
of convergence: arc search, structural cistance, and constrakit satisfackm. These three
components showed an interesting raction in the case of why, how, and enable questions
(see Figure 9) but not for CONS questions. Structural distance has an impact when arc search
and constraint satisfaction have conflicting output but not wlyn the two component are in
agreement Regardkt decision latency, the times decrease as a function of structural distance, in
support of a comparative judgment mechanism rather than spreading activation. Otherwise, the
latency data were not particularly interesting for GKSs.

Question Answering in Naturalistic Conte

A series of studies tested QUESTS arc search procedures in the context of naturalistic
conversation and comic pragmatic environments (Graesser, Roberts, & Hackett- Renner, in
press). In the previous experiments discussed in this report the pragmatic context was restricted
and perhaps unnatural. The texts were short, unteresting, and pointless. The true questioner
was unknown and the motivation of the questions was unckmr. The questioner (e.g.,
experimenter, booklet, comer) did not genuinely seek knower from a knowledgeable
information source. In order to assess whether QUEST is a general model, we tested QUEST in
three different naturalistic contexts:

(1) A telephone survey on historical or current events (e.g., the Titanic sinking, Hinkley
attempting to assassinate Reagan).

(2) A business interaction in which a customer asks a clerk a question (e.g., ltriulogsa
flatinlattaLltara8812 In a bank)

(3) An Interview between an expert and a host on a popular television program or
educational film (e.g., Nightline with Ted Koppel).

If the arc search procedures of QUEST can account for a substantial proportion of the answers in
these contexts, then we would be impressed with the scope and external validity of QUEST.

There am ample reasons for being skeptical about the external validity of QUEST. Questions and
answers are embedded to conversations. The content and constraints of a conversation can
potentially transform the literal meaning- of a question and thereby radically alter appropriate
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replies. Suppose, for example, that a customer visits a used car lot, points to a car, and asks the
salesperson: I thig.19111BulassumensiYa2 Sorne replies are presented below.

(1) The engine is in perfect condition.
(2) This 1983 Chevy Is In good condition.
(3) Why dont you look at this 1983 Chevy?
(4) What price range are we looking at here?

Reply 1 would be accepted by QUEST; it specifies a causal antecedent to the Buick being
expensive. Replies 2, 3, and 4 would be reasonable replies to the question in the conversation,
but these replies are not accomodated by QUEST. Reply 2 does not address the questio-,. The
salesperson inferred, by virtue of the customers question, that the customer couldn't afford the
Buick so the salesperson recommended a less expensive car. Reply 3 Is syntactically a question
but functionally a directive; neither of these speech act categories are accomodated by QUEST.
Reply 4 is a question, both syntactically and functionally, and therefore is beyond the scope of
QUEST.

Answers to questions in naturalistic conversations are constrained by the speech participants'
goals, plans, and common ground. These pragmatic components were discussed earlier when
the QUEST model was articulated. To the extent that the goals and plans become more complex,
questions are less likely to be simple information seeking utterances. For exanple, the questions
may be directives, indirect requests, conversation monitors, or rhetorical devices. To the extent
that the common ground between greech participants is very high, one would expect more
violations of QUEST and perhaps more humorous or sarcastic replies.

The above considerations trate some potential limits of QUEST but do not Imply that the
model is useless. QUEST would be quite useful N it could account for 80% of the answers in
naturalistic conversations, with the other 20% being explained by components at the level of
conversational meaning.

We analyzed the replies that individuals gave to why, how, when, and CONS questions in the
three pragmatically complex environments. We classified each statement node in a reply into one
of 17 answer categories. Two trained judges reliably categorized the statement nacho (with
reliability scores of .85 or higher among the three studies). Nine categories involved 'primary
topic information" whereas 8 categories involved ic' btorration. The primer/ topic
information consisted of the events and activities referenced by the question (i.e., the event of
the Titanic sinking, the procedure of obtaining a credit card). In contrast, the pragmatic Information
addresses (a) the answerers attitude and reactions to the primary topic information and (b) the
social, communicative interaction between the questioner and answerer.

if the answer was primary topic kiformation, it was assigned to one of the following 9 categories:
causal antecechmt. causal =Sequence, causal antecedent of causal consequence,
superordinate goallaction, subordinate goal/action, consequence of subordinate action, time
index, location Index, and style specllication. For any given question category, only a subset of
these categories constitutes legal answers. The legal answers to the questions are specified in
Table 7. Only 38% of the cells in Table 7 are legal.

We adopted D'Andrade and Wish's (1985) taxonomy of speech acts in our analysis of the
pragmatic information. Their classification scheme not only has a solid theoretical foundation in
speech act theory, but also can be used reliably by trained judges. D'Ancirade and Wish's scheme
has seven categories: Assertion, question, request/directive, reaction, expressive evaluation,
commitment, and declaration. We included one additional pragmatic category, called 'support
information," witch supports or motivates the speech acts in the above pragmatic calegories. It
should be noted that a statement node was assigned to one of these gragmatic categories only if
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it did not refer to the p: nary topic information. All of the answers in the pragmatic categories were
considered violations of the QUEST model. Therefore, only 18% of the 17 categories would be
ac comodated by the arc search procedures of QUEST.

Telephone survey study, Experknerters telephoned citizens in the Memphis community,
introduced themselves as researchers at Memphis Slate University, and asked them one
question about a historical event or action. The question categories were why, how, when, and
CONS (orations. Therefore, the folbwing tour questions would be generated from the event
nardantsaa: Why did the Titanic sire, How did the Titanic sink?, When did the Titanic sink?,
and What were the consequences of the Titanic sinking?

Twelve events and intentional actions were queried with these four types of questions: The
Titanic sank, the space shuttle Challenger blew up, Governor Dukakis lost the 1988 presidential
election, the US inflation dropped, Hlnkley attempted to assassinate President Reagan, whale-
hunters joined hi an effort to rescue the Alaskan whales, Gorbachev instituted an open door
policy in Russia, Iran's Ayatolah released the US embassy hostages, the US pulled out of
Vietnam, the Olympic games were established, Nixon got Involved with Watergate, and Bush
chose Dan Quayle as his presidential running made. Given that there were 12 queried
events/actions and four question categories, there were 48 unique questions altogether.

The questioners were 7 research assistants at MSU. The questioners introduced themselves and
provided some background information before they asked the question. The questioners stated
that they were researchers at MSU, that they were conducting a brief survey on current events
and historical events, and that they had only one question to ask. The questioners asked
whether the answerer would be willing to complete the survey. If the answerer complied, then the
questioner asked the question and the answer was taperecorded. Each questioner collected
one observation for each of the 48 questions. The answerers were 338 slims In the Memphis
area who answered the telephone and supplied cooperative answers. Answers were deleted and
replaced if the person hung up the telephone or answered don't know."

The answers were segregated Into statement units according to Graesser and Clark's (1985)
representational system. Each statement node was then assigned to one of the 17 answer
categories specified above. The number of statement units prodwed by why, how, when, and
CONS questions was 119, 141, 90, and 134, respectively. The total number was 484, or 1.4
statement node per reply.

When considering all four question categories, 94% of the answers referred to primary topic
information whereas 8% involved pragmatic information. Within the categories of primary topic
information, very few of the answers violated QUEST's arc search procedures. The percentages
of violations (within primary topic ktormatIon) were only 5%, 3%, 2%, and 7% for why, how, when,
and CONS giantism, respectively. None of these percentages significantly differed from 0. The
answers In the pragmatic cahwies are considered QUEST violations hi addition to the violations
within primary topic kdormalion. When all violations are considered, the percentages of violations
were 11%, 8%, 8% and 15% for why, how, when, and CONS questions. In summary, only 10%
of tht. inswers violated QUESTS arc search procedures: only 4% of the answers referring to
primary topic information were QUEST violations.

The telephone survey context has a number of distinctive pragmatic assumptions that must be
considered. The questions are not genuine information seeking westions in the sense that the
questioner is seeking information from a topic expert. The questioners are not asking questions
in order to fill gaps in their knowledge base about the -nal*. Instead the questioners are seeking
information about the beliefs, attitudes, and expectations of the general public. They are testing
the answerers about their knowledge of historical events, in a similar fashion that teachers quiz
students. That is, the relevant pragmatic mode is *make me know that you know- rather than the
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pragmatic mode of a genuine Information seeking giestion (i.e., "make me know what I don't
know").

fituringuiLtransastiam CoNege smarts pretended they were customers and asked clerks
questions at local businesses. For example, a questioner walked into a bank and asked a tellerdbiljoalawereguelaszegagan The tellers answer was tape-recorded and later transcribed.
Compared to the telephone survey, the business context provided a more appropriate
foundation for genuine Information seekeig cpestions. The questioner went to an expert on the
topic under the guise of needing information.

The questioners Were 24 students in a research methods course at Memphis State University.
The answerers were 144 clerks and other personnel at local businesses in the Memphis
community. Each questioner collected 6 OA protocols. Altogether, there were 9 twestions,
each of which was asked in a particular setting with appropriate props. The questions are listed
below, with settings in parentheses.

Why are people getting compact diskplayers? (stereo store)
Why would a person buy expensive sneakers? (shoe store)
Why would a person take Amin E? (pharmacy)
How does a person get this credit card? (bank)
How would a child play with this toy? (toy store)
How do you cook rice? (supermarket)
What would happen if I put this cake in the freezer? (bakery)
What would happen if I wore another person's glasses for a week? (eye doctors office)
What would happen N I wore this at a wedding? (clothing store)

We manipulated the context that preceded the question. In half the observations, there was no
context except for the expression "Exam me." in the other half of the observations, the
question was pretugkd by one or two context sentences that clarified the westioners motives
for asking the question. However, the data analyses showed no differences between the two
context conditions so the data are collapsed in this report

The OlA protocols were analyzed in the same way as in the telephone survey study. The mean
number of statement nodes per arswer was 5.1, 4.3, and 3.7 for the why, how, and CONS
questions, respectively. The vast majority of the 634 statement nos were from primary topic
information (78%) rather than pragmatic information (22%). The percentages of answers in
pragmatic categories varied among question categories, with means of 23%, 1214, and 34% for
why, how, and CONS questions, respectively. Nearly all of the answers within the primary topic
information were consistent with QUEST. The percentages of QUEST violations were 3%, 0%,
and 8% for why, how, and CONS questions.

MDICUOilethibla. Some of the fikned interviews were of experts on topics in science (i.e.,
Conversations with David Myers, the Brain Series, and the Human Animal Series). The other
interviews were of popular or contrryersial individuals on television programs (i.e., the Phil
Donohue Show, NicAtine with Teo Koppel, and the McNeil/Lehrer News Hour). The fact that
these interviews are Wined adds an important level of wagvatic complexity. In particular, when a
person answers a question, there are two ciesses of listeners that must be taken into
consideration. First, there is the interviewer, the person who asks the question. Second, there is
the audience who views the film. In this sense, two dialogiss are actually being held. This added
complexity would presumably increase the number of goals and constraints in the goal structure
of the person being interviewed. Given the added complexity in these media events, one might
expect the QUEST model to be challenged more severely.
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We analyzed the questions and answers in 12 hours of the above Riled krteiviews. A total of 436
questions were recorded airing the kitervknvs. There were 28 why questions and 41 how
questions, whereas the when and CONS questions were very low in frequency. Therefore, we
restricted our test of QUEST to the why and how questions. The *vend number of statement
nodes in the answers was 94 for why questions and 143 for how questions. The mean number of
nodes per question was 3.8 and 3.3 for why and how emstions, respectively.

The answers were analyzed to the same way as in the telephone survey and busbess transaction
studies. The vast majority of answers consisted of primary topic informition (75%) rather than
pragmatic irdormatk:1 (25%). Analyses of the primary topc Wormation revealed that the
percentages of QUEST violations were 17% and 4% for why and how questions, respectively.
When considering an answers, 68% were consistent with QUEST.

SummitcaMegulate. The three studies robustly supported QUESTS arc search procelSoes
when we consider the primary topic information. Nearly id of these answers (95% across the three
studies) were legal answers. Most of QUESTS violations consisted of prgonatic categories
outside of the scope of the model. The most frequent pragmatic categories in our OA potocols
were assertions (which were not part of the primary topic irVormation), counter -questions,
requests, directives, and expressive evaluations. The proportion of answers that occurred in the
pragmatic categories kicreased as a function of the pragmatic corn city of the conversational
interaction. According to our analysis of the goals and pragmatic constraints, there was the
following order of the three contexts on pragmatic compkixity: survey < business transwtion
interview. The corresponding percentages if answers in the pragmatic categories were 6%,
22%, and 25%.

There are a number of mechanisms that could explain the QUEST violations. One mechanism
focuses on the planning and agenda of speech participants. A reply might not answer the
immediate question, but instead ixickess the killftit goals of the questioner and answer. A
second mechanism consists of transforming the Item! question into a different question that
seems more appropriate to the co text. A third mechanism involves the common ground
between questioner and answerer. When the common ground is extremely high and new
infonatiOn is difficult to come by, the replies might be humorous, sarcastic, or "off the wail.*
When the common ground approaches zero, one might have trout* formulating any answer
(e.g., a stranger approaching you on the street and asking "Why are people getting compact disk
players?"), A fourth mechanism addresses whether the question Is a genuine information
seeking question (see van der Melt, 1987). There should be more QUEST violations to the
extent that a query deviates from being a genuine information seeking question.
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Table 1

Composition Rules for Six Categories of Arcs

A = source node

B = end node

CONSEQUENCE(C) A causes or enables B

A precedes B in time

(event I state 1 style) --C--> (event 1 state 1 style)

IMPLIES (Im) A implies B

A and B overlap in time

[event I state I -tvle) --Im--> (event I state I style)

REASON (R) B is a reason or motive for A

B is a superordinate goal of A

(goal) --R--> (goal)

MANNER (M) B specifies the manner of accomplishing A

A and B overlap in time if the goals are achieved

(goal) --M--> (goal I style)

(style) --M--> (style)

OUTCOME (0) B specifies whether or not the goal in A is

accomplished

(goal) --0--> (event I state I style)

INITIATE (I) A initiates or triggers the goal in B

(event I state 1 style) 1> (goal)
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Table 2
Beta-weights from Multiple Regression Analyses on Answer
Production Scores (Expository Text)

Predictor Variable Quotio Category

Arc search procedure
Structural distance
Causal strength

Topic familiarity
Argument overlap
Knowledge domain
Physical
Biological
Technological

Variance explained in
item analysis (R2)

* significant at R < .05 in item analysis

How Enable When CONS
Physical Biological Technological

.44* .27* .30* .37* .41* .49* .57*
-.22* -.16* -.12* -.23* -.24* -.39* -.15*
.07 .00 .02 -.02 .04 .12* .04

-.23* .02 -.19* -.04 -.04 -.10* -.11*
-.03 -.02 .16* .05 .01 .04 .09*

.02 .03 .11* .16*

.104 .07 .09* .17*

.10 .15 .21 .23 .42 .40
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Table 3
Beta-weights from Multiple Regression Analyses on Goodness-of-Answer Judgements and
Decision Latencies (Expository Text)

GQA Judgements Pecision LatenciesQuestion Group

WHY (no connective)
Physical
Biological
Technological

WHY (because connective)
Physical
Biological
Technological

WHY (in order to connective)
Physical
Biological
Technological

HOW

ENABLE

WHEN (no connective)
WHEN (before connective)
WHEN (after connective)

CONSequence

Arc
Search

Structural
Distance

Causal
Strength

Arc
Search

Structural
Distance

Causal
Strength

.63* -.35* .07 .29* -.13 .05.32' -.39' .00 .12 -.06 -.17

.17* -.52* .00 .18* -.21* -.13

.64* -.46' .01 .30' -.18' -.11.42' -37' -.01 .11 -.15' .01

.33' -.53* -.11 .29* -.18* .00

.45' -.39* .16' .03 .00 -.03

.69' -.19' .00 -.10 -.13 .00

.69* -.31* .16* .11 .05 .11

.57' -.39* -.04 .33' -.20' -.03

.71' -.29" .00 .25* -.10' -.16'

.58* -.43' .02 .17* -.08 .00.92' -.02 .00 -.05 -.29' .01

.84' -.28' .04 .22* -.12' .06

.57' -.42* .06 .05 -.08 -.04
Note. * significant at 12 < .05 in item analysis



Table 4
Beta Weights of Predictors of Goodness-of-Answer,
Segregated by Question Category (Narrative Text)

Predictor Variable

Convergence mechanism
Arc Search Procedure
Structural Distance
Constraint Satisfaction

luformation Sourve4
Generic Information

Sources
Verbatim/inference

Answer

Auxiliary Variables
Answer Production Score
Queried Action/Event
Story

Varariance explained by
multiple regression
equation (R2)

GOA Decision
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GOA Rating

WHY HOW WHEN ENABLE CONS WHY HOW WHEN ENABLE CONS.49is .4515 .33is .51is .47js A9is .45 is .32is .48is .41is-.16is -.13is -.06s -.1315 .03 -.14is -.1515 -.09is -.1515 .06.16is .31 is .2715 .1915 .24is .16is .3Ois .35is .15is .21 is

.14is .02 -.035 .06s -.01 .03s .06s -.05s .05s -.02

.01 .10is .11is .03s .04s .01 .08is .16i, .02 .02

.29is .16is .2915 .2215 .32js .36is .20is .2615 .2615 .35i,-.07i, -.02 .1615 .02 -.055 -.10i s -.03s .09is .02 -.01

.08is .02 .05 -.07s -.03 -.06s .04 .09is .03 .16is

.57 .52 .41 .55 .44 .61 .57 .45 .55 .43

i significant at p < .05 in item analysis
s significant at p < .05 in subject analysis

4
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Table 5 Beta-weights of Predictors of (30A Decision Latencies (Narrative Text)

Predictor Variables
Convergence Mechanism
Arc search procedure
Structural distance
Constraint satisfaction

All Q/A Items

Why How When

. 161$

-.05$
. 10;$

Information Sources
Generic information sources .03
Verbatim/inference -.02

answer

Auxiliary Variables
Answer production .27,,

score
action/event -.07

. 07

.36i,

.24,s

.02

Queried
Story
Content words
Syllables
Word frequency

Variance explained by .42
multiple regression
equation (R2)

Q/A Items with Zero
Answer Production Score

Enable CONS Why How When Enable CONS

.09i, .02 .10 -.1515 .24i, .06, .09 .12 -.10,
-.07$ -.04 -.07 .05 -.055 -.085 -.03 -.06 .05

.01 .01 -.02 .01 .08, -.04 .045 -.04 -.05

.11i .05 .00 .01 .12, .07 .16i .03 -.03
-.14 -.06 -.09; -.04 -.02 -.14i5 -.06 -.10i -.045

-.22, -.17i, -.16,, -.25,s

-.03 .03 .05$ .04 -.06 .03 .04 .04, .03
.25i .14; .16i .23i, .05 .18 .19 .10 .14
.19i, .2615 .17,s .16is .36i5 .20is .26is .18,s .17,s351, .20i, .29i, .3Ois .24is .35i5 .21,s .28,s .30,s
.00 .05 -.06 .00 .02 .02 .04 -.07 .00

.38 .29 .26 .38 .43 .38 .30 .27 .38

i significant at a < .05 in item analysis
s significant at a < .05 in subject analysis



Table 6
Beta weights of Predictors

Predictor Variable

Convergence Mechknism
Arc Search Procedure
Sti uctural Distance
Constraint Satisfaction

infgrmation Seam
Verb GKS
Noun GKS

AlLaij iLyYAELINg
Answer Production Score

Variance explained by
multiple regression
equation (R2)
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of Goodness-of-Answer Judgements (Generic Concepts)

WHY

Queried Action

HOW ENABLE CONS WIlY

Queried Event

110W ENABLE OCAS
.43* .42* .19* .37* .36* .15* .31* .27

-.13* -.12* .01 -.14* -.14* -.10 -.10 -.26*
.21* .23* .27* .25* .13* .04 .04 .11

.10* .10* .15* .05 .12* ./6* ')*
04,41m1 .06

.16* .05 .03 .07 .04 .13* .17* -.07

.13* .16* .20* .15* .09* .18* .10

.42 .46 .31 .34 .35 .30 .36 .25

* significant at a < .05 in item analyses

4
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Table 7

ANSWER CATEGORY

Queried Events
Causal Antecedent

X

Causal Consequent
Causal Antecedent of a

Causal Consequent
Time Index
Location Index
Style Specification

QUESTION CATEGORY
WHY IAN CMS WHEN

X x

x
x
x

X

X

X

Queried Actions
Causal Antecedent X X
X

Causal Consequent X
Causal Antecedent of a

Causal Consequent X
Time Index X X
Location Index X
Style Specification X
Superordinate Goal/Action X X X
Subordinate Goal/Action X
Consequent of Subordinate

Action X

The X signifies that the arfver category is a legal answer according to
the QUEST model.
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Figure 1
Components of QUEST:

A Model of Human Question
Answering

Interpreting the question
Parsing the question into a Logical fam
identifying the appropriate cciuestion category,

Information Sources
Episodic knowledge structures (text experience)
Generic knowledge structures
(concepts, scripts, frames, etc.)

,Knowledge is re resented as conceptual graph structures

Convergence
Intersection of nodes from different information sources (plus
structural distance)
Arc search procedures,

onstraint s tisf cti

Pragmatics
Goals of questioner and answerer
CommgagmRat
In formative



Figure 2
An Example Causal Network

on Nuclear Power
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Event 4

Atoms are split

State 1

Event 5

Energy is released

Tank surrounds
atom splitter

Event 6

Water is heated

State 2

Water is in tank Event I

Water b3comes steam

C

Event 8

Steam drives a series
of turbines

C

Event 9

State 3

C

Event 10

Generator is in nuclear
power plant

Nuclear power plant
roduces electricit
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Figure 3
Information Sources for a How-Questinn

How is water heated?

0/A
Procedure

how <event>
question

Information Sources
Specific General

TEXT

r

NUCLEAR
POWER

WATER
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Figure 4

An Example Goal Hierarchy
with Goal Initiators

Bill feel better

li

8 State
I

Jill is Bill's friend Bill talk to Jill

9 State

Bill believes that Jill
is at a bar Bill go to bar Bill call Jill on

telephone

R

10 State

Telephone is near
couch

5 Goal

Bill walk to a
couch

Bill dial Jill's
number



Figure 5
A Taxonomic Structure

and a
Spatial Partonomy
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Has eyes (9)

Can breathe (10)

Is a Is a Is a

P
P Can fly

(12)
Has a beak

(13)

is a is aIs a

Has
(1
scales

1)

Is eaten
by man

p
P

(15)

Canada

Is In

San Francisco

is in

Has red
breast

(14)

North America

north of

California

north of

Is in

s in

Los Angeles

Is In

USA

west of

Is a

Can not
fly (16)

s in

north of

s in

M(17)y pet

Mexico

is In Is in
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Figure 6

Arc Search Procedures for Events and Actions
Causal Antecedents

Why?
How?
What enabled?
When?

Causal Consequences

What are the consequences?

ACTIONS Superordinate Goals

Why?
CONS?

Subordinate Goals/Actions
How?
When?
Enable?
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Figure 7
A Goal Structure
Running Parallel

with a
Causal Chain

The turbines produce
electricity.

Steam drives a series of
turbines.

The water in the
surrounding tank is
heated.

Heat energy is released

Atoms are split into
particles.



c 3
0 4
ti 5

WHY (overall)
Answer position

2 3 4 5

-- .14 .10 .05 .21
.17 -- .23 .15 .12
.19 .26 .21 .15
.08 .22 .13 -- .30
.08 .13 .11 .23 --

HOW
Answer position

1 2 3 4 5

.13 .05 .06 .06
.30 -- .08 .04 ,01
.22 .31 .08 .03
.09 .19 .25 .04
.10 .11 .15 .34

1

2
3
4
5

1

2
3
4
5

Figure 8
Question-Answer Matrices

with Answer Production Scores
for Scientific Event Chains

WHY (physical)
Answer position

2 3 4 5

--
.34
.36
.17
.14

.13 .11 .05 .08
-- .17 .05 .11

.47 .08 .09

.41 .25 .13

.25 .19 .38

ENABLE
Answer position

2 3 4 5

--
.36
.26
.15
.10

.11 .07 .05 .06
-- .11 .11 .03

.40 -- .12 .04

.26 .31 -- .06

.21 .18 .34 --

1

2

3
4
5

1

2
3
4
5
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WHY (biological) WHY (technological)
Answer position Answer position

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

--
.08
.08
.03
.04

.09
--

.16

.17

.06

.09

.19
--

.08

.11

.08 .30

.14 .11

.31 .22
.47

.19

WHEN
Answer position

1 2 3 4

-- .19 .09 .04 .06
.62 -- .16 .07 .04
.39 .56 -- .19 .05
.19 .35 .46 .17
.13 .16 .25 .45 -

1

2
3

4

5

1

2
3
4
5

.20 .11 .03 .27
.08 .33 .25 .14
.13 .14 .23 .14
.05 .09 .06 ---
.05 .06 .05 .14

CONS
Answer position

2 3 4 5

.35 .30 .21 .30
.06 -- .44 .24 .32
.04 .13 .42 .40
.04 .09 .15 .56
.08 .04 .06 .08
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Three-way Interaction among Arc Search, Structural Distance,

and Constraint Satisfaction (Narrative Text)
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Two-way Interaction Between Arc Search and Constraint

Satisfaction for Decision Latencies (Narrative Text)
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